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Chapter 1

When I was boy in Nebraska we lived in fear of tornadoes

like African natives in dread of evil spirits Bthey were, it

seemed, always with us. Come summer there were rumors, reports,

warnings, sightings, alerts, and, once in a fortunately long

while, an actual touchdown of the devastating, spinning  winds

that whipped bewildered cows onto the tops of buildings and

killed the unsheltered and unwary with 200-miles-per-hour

missiles splintered from shattered trees.

On that flat prairie landscape we could see the malignant

vortex from miles away, whirling like a child’s gigantic toy top

across the fields, heading towards us, swerving off, swerving

back, missing us by miles, by fractions, by the length of a

panicked scream. It was a form of Russian roulette, the tornado’s

target chosen by some random and capricious process, but executed

not with a pistol but a machine gun for where it hit it affected

dozens, hundreds, thousands in the towns and villages that dotted

the plains.

In the aftermath of someone else’s disaster there were

marvels to wonder at in photographs: the house stripped of roof



and siding to reveal a man sitting on the toilet; the car perched

atop a tree like an automotive derby hat; an entire clapboard

house wrenched from its foundation while a woman gave birth in

the storm cellar among the fruit preserves and aged potatoes.     

Some of us laughed with the sort of grateful relief we feel when

a comedian takes a pratfall, another’s harmless misfortune

witnessed from a distance. Some found in the inexplicable whims

of the winds the grace of god. They never saw the cruelty, never

toted the losses against the small wonders to find it a dismal

balance. Death and destruction became, through the contortions of

faith, a demonstration of god’s goodness, yet another reason to

believe with greater fervor. 

Most of all, however, everyone felt relief that it had all

happened somewhere else, to someone else. It was the relief of

being still alive to hear the hammer of the gun click on an empty

chamber. We were safe for now, but we all knew there was one with

our name on it in there somewhere.

What we learned from this was a very practical common sense

and respect for authority, qualities highly prized in the Mid-

West. Like chicks in the barnyard when mother hen spotted a hawk

circling above, we scurried for shelter when the alarm sounded.

For most us shelter was the storm cellar which differed from an

ordinary basement only in the access. One could get to it from

inside the house, but if you were high-tailing it to safety from

outside, there was the canted entry, slanted at a 30 degree angle

so that anyone sufficiently agile, or frightened or tardy enough,

could shovel himself to safety with one small leap, like coal



down a chute. The cellar floors were often just trodden earth and

there was a sense, and smell, of being underground that a

dangling light bulb or two could not dispel. Sometimes the walls

of the cellar were also dirt instead of cinder blocks or brick

and an enterprising youth could dig little niches with his pocket

knife while waiting for the all clear to sound.

As vulnerable as our prairie ancestors in their sod houses,

we scuttled and scurried for a hole in the ground at the first

sign of danger. The merciless forces of nature on that vast open

ground gave us the instincts of burrowing animals.

There were always exceptions to the rule of conservatism,

fool-hardy men and teens who would decide to go out and see for

themselves despite their imploring wives and mothers. They would

stand outside, hands on hips like John Wayne contemptuously

sizing-up an opponent before starting a brawl Band often with that

cinematic image consciously in mind. When the winds grew too

strong or the funnel too close, they would pop back down into the

cellar, eyes wide with excitement, proud of themselves for being

braver, longer, than the others, declaring "it’s not all that

much."

My uncle Todd was one of those adventurers. A bluff,

blustery, angry man, he sported a mustache like a wire-haired

mouse under his nose. Beer foam would linger in it like the dirty 

spume abandoned on the beach by retreating waves. It was the kind

of facial adornment preferred, then and now, by men who worked

with their hands and considered their opinions worth coming to

blows for.



Children liked Uncle Todd, up to a certain age, a choice

that their parents regarded as almost disloyal since he was

universally disliked by them, but he had a boyish appeal to which

children responded. He was quick to fall to his knees to play at

their level and knew how to tease them just enough. He was not a

child in their presence but they could recognize that he

remembered well enough when he was one.

As they got older the teasing developed a sharper edge, as

if he now thought of them as competitors whom he had to put in

their place. The children began to turn away from his acerbity as

they grew and his resentment was mixed with an acidic bite of

cruelty.

While in his best General Patton pose, facing down the storm

as if it were a panzer attack, Uncle Todd was decapitated by a

whirling tin street sign ripped from its pole six blocks away

that cut through the skin and flesh and bone of his neck like a

scythe through dried wheat. He toppled still posing with his

chest thrust forward defiantly and his fists on his hips but his

eyes were bulging wide as if for the fraction of a second it took

to understand what was happening he saw the sign whirling towards

him and realized the enormity of his misjudgement and the price

he would pay for such hubris in the face of nature’s fury. 

Tornadoes are not personalized with names as are hurricanes,

they pop into and out of existence like particles in a quantum

soup, are not around long enough to track and are frequently not

even noticed until they appear abruptly at death’s doorway like

an embolism or an infarction. We referred to the one that killed



my uncle as Todd’s Tornado. Uncle Todd would have felt he

deserved the honor.

In its unpredictable way, Todd’s Tornado did relatively

little damage to our town, other than what it did to Todd, and

he, according to certain of the local citizens bent on defending

the community’s collective honor and common sense, was not a

native but merely a visitor who should have known better than to

expose himself to such danger. Some of the more ardent xenophobes

among them went so far as to deem him an idiot who may not have

exactly deserved what he got but was certainly asking for it.

He was not really my uncle but rather a sort of cousin, as

these things are reckoned. My grandmother’s sister married a man

who already had children, and one of those children parented

Todd, making him a step-grandchild to my grandmother, if there is

such a category. Everyone in our family went to pains to point

out that there was no shared blood in common. Or, as my father

put it in a rare display of familial disrespect several months

after the fatal event, "Todd was your second cousin, head-

removed." He grew fond of his witticism and repeated it often

over the years, to my mother’s annoyance. Although she didn’t

care for him any more than anyone else did, Todd was her

relative, if anyone’s.

He was in Falls City for a celebration of my grandmother’s

birthday and she, in turn, was only there on a visit from her

home in Lincoln.  

"I don’t know why he came in the first place," she said. "I

certainly didn’t invite him. He was always popping up, I never



knew why."

"Because he was fond of you, Mother."

My grandmother was neither flattered nor fooled. Men’s

motives, in her mind, were always suspect.

"I don’t know what he wanted, certainly wasn’t getting any

money out me."

"No," my mother agreed, a little too readily. "He wasn’t

getting any money." The unspoken subtext was a cruel ‘as if there

were any money to get’. My mother, although raised without any

extra money herself, seemed to view poverty as a defect of

character. But then my mother was quick to detect character flaws

everywhere, in everyone. 

My grandmother and grandfather when I knew them were the

genteel poor, educated, accomplished, impoverished by the Great

Depression and without a penny to spare. She was as lean as a

blade but straight as a flagpole until the day she died, and if

her posture did not say it, her manner did Bshe would not be

condescended to, even by her daughter whose husband contributed

in those years to her upkeep. She was, in speech, in bearing--and

in her mind--one of the elite of the world and proud of it.

Scottish and American, as she would have it, and in that order,

and unbending in both.

Although I didn’t realize it at the time, I loved her more

than I did my parents and was molded by and suffered from the

pride and moral rectitude of both my grandparents long after

their deaths.



CHAPTER 2

1898

Harriet Graves

From today on I’m calling myself Harriet. I’m twelve, I’m

old enough to have my own name. Billy Ramson says the Indians do

it that way. They have one name when they’re born and then they

get another when things happen to them, like Rain-in-the-face or

Falls-in-the-fire. Of course Billy Ramson is a terrible liar so I

don’t know that I should believe him, but, anyway, Harriet has

happened to me and that’s who I am now.  "Hattie" is what they

call a diminutive, and it’s all right in some cases if it’s said

with affection, but my real, official name is now Harriet Graves. 

I will accept Hattie from my mother and my family, and from my

friends, if I ever get any friends, but Hazel Graves is no more

and, for my part, unlamented. Hazel is the name of a mean-

spirited, spiteful woman and a cruel thing to attach to an

innocent babe. If I didn’t like learning so much I would have

quit school a long time ago just to get away from the teasing I

took as Hazel. Witch Hazel, Hazel the witch. Mother says witch-

hazel is a bush with a lovely yellow flower and I should just

ignore all of those hateful children, but easier said than done.

Esther says Witch Hazel is a medicine for piles. And then she

sneers. Esther is evil. I think she’s probably the cause of piles

and I would tell her that to her face. Lord, how I hate her,

sister or not.



She hates me because I’m smarter than she is even though

she’s three years older. How did my mother, who is a saint, give

birth to such an evil child as Esther? I believe she must have

sprung full-grown from the head of Father, like Athena from the

head of ZeusBexcept Athena is the goddess of wisdom and

Esther...I think she sprung full grown from some other part of

Father, which is how she knows so much about piles. He’s always

complaining about being backed up, I hear him telling mother all

the time, I’ll bet she likes hearing that every day instead of

"good morning, my dear." Esther’s birth is probably what caused

his condition.

Father is a terrible man.

The proper term for piles is hemorrhoid. I know because it

was used in the spelling bee by Miss Jones, just to trip me up

while she gave the other children easy ones, like "cat". She

hates to see me win all the competitions. "I know you’re the

smartest child in school," she said to me once, "although the

school consists of only 32 children, so it’s not a great feat,

but you must try to be more modest about it. Hide some of that

light under a bushel, Hazel, or you’ll breed a scab on your

nose." She meant that metaphorically, of course.

"The proper word is comprises, not consists," I replied.

She hates me. And of course I knew how to spell hemorrhoid.

I browse the dictionary which is not only informative but fun,

which is how I know how to spell anything that Miss Jones is

about to come up with off the top her head. 

Esther says Miss Jones is a mean, bitter, stuck-up spinster,



which is funny, because that’s a very good description of Esther

herself. If anyone knows about spinsters, it would be Esther and

the male population better hope she stays that way. Any man who

would marry her would die from poison poured in his ear by her

viperous tongue.

Mother says Miss Jones is a very nice person in an

unenviable position and she feels sorry for her, at 27, having to

board with the Craebles and teach in our school and live alone.

When I pointed out that Miss Jones is not living alone, she’s

living with the Craebles, Mother just patted my head and said,

"she’s alone," and that I should be nice to her. 

I am nice to her, she’s just not nice to me, but I didn’t

say that to Mother. Whenever I point out that a lot of people

hate me she smiles very gently and says that people don’t hate

people, they just don’t always understand them. I’m not sure what

that means, but I do know Mother is very wise.  And, of course,

she knows practically everyone, which is maybe why she

understands them. She nurses everyone in the county. If someone

gets sick or is giving birth, which must be much worse than just

being sick, mother will be there, helping them through it.

There’s usually not much she can do, she says, except try to

comfort them. When Mr. Craeble lost his arm in the thresher she

was with him every day until he was able to get up and help

himself with his one good arm. I think it’s hard to look at Mr.

Craeble, even now with his empty sleeve all sewn shut and it must

have looked disgusting when it was a naked bloody stump. Mrs.

Craeble said she just couldn’t do it, and she didn’t do it, she



didn’t treat him at allBbut Mother could. She  was there all the

time, changing his dressings, feeding him, practically sitting on

his chest when the delirium had him thrashing around. Father said

why in hell wasn’t Mrs. Craeble sitting on him, that would have

kept him downBMrs. Craeble is quite portly. Mother didn’t think

that was funny and said Mrs. Craeble said she just couldn’t do

it, it was too much for her. Then Father said, "If she sat on him

more often, maybe he wouldn’t need to stick his arm in the

thresher just to get attention." I don’t know what that was

supposed to mean, but Mother told him to hush. She didn’t think

that was funny, either. Not that Father cares what anyone else

thinks is funny; he seems to amuse himself, often enough, in a

cruel way, but I never hear anyone else laughing.

Father hates when Mother is nursing someone, he says charity

begins at home, he says she’s still working for her angel’s

wings, and when he says that it makes me want to swat him one.

Maybe if Mother sat on him more often he wouldn’t need to be so

evil all the time.

Mother says it’s often the family of the sick person that

needs help as much as the victim, so she does that, too, although

what she really does I can’t say. I’ve gone with her lots of

times and all she ever seems to do for the family is to sit there

and listen to them. I don’t know why Father would resent that so

much.

"It helps to talk," she says. "By putting their burden on

me, I can carry some of the weight for them. It’s not heavy when

you’re helping someone."



Father burdens her to beat the band, you never heard a man

complain so much, and usually at the top of his voice, but it

doesn’t seem to do any good in his case. Maybe it only helps when

there’s sickness in the house.

Mother was the one who found a place for her to live at the

Craeble’s when Miss Jones came to teach. Mrs. Craeble can use the

extra pair of hands, and I don’t mean that to sound funny, since

Mr. Craeble lost his arm, and Miss Jones needs a place to sleep

and eat, so it all worked out. Mother knows all of them very

well. I think maybe that’s why Miss Jones hates me. She expects

me to be another saint like my mother. Well, I think you have to

work at being someone as wonderful as that, and I just haven’t

had enough time to work at it yet. But I will.

Mother started calling me Hattie right away. Of course I

told her all about it beforehand, so it wasn’t a shock or

anything. It was a shock to Father, and he’s having none of it,

he announced, at the top of his lungs, but I don’t know what he

thinks he can do about it, I’ll call myself Harriet no matter how

much he yells. I’ll call myself Sitting Bull if I feel like it.

"What do you think you’re doing?" Esther asked, as if I’d

done something nasty like piddle on the floor.

"It’s called emancipation," I said. "You wouldn’t

understand." Nothing makes her madder than when I say she

wouldn’t understand because most of the time she doesn’t, even

though she says she does.

"You’ll always be Hazel to me," she said, smirking like I



knew she would.

I didn’t tell her what she’d always be to me, there was

enough yelling going on as it was.

Charlie and I had talked it over ahead of time. Wonderful

Charlie. After Mother he’s my best friend in the world. I’ll do

anything for him and he’ll do anything for me. There are things

we can talk about that I wouldn’t mention even to Mother. Charlie

said he completely understood why I was changing my name. First

of all, he said, it was up to me. And, second, he never thought I

was a Hazel, which is exactly what I thought. Esther is a witchy

Hazel; I’m a Harriet.

Charlie is Mother and Father’s only surviving son. Thomas

died at age one before Charlie was born, and Clarence was

stillborn a year later. Mother still misses them both very much,

even though Clarence never drew breath. When I ask if she is

going to have more children her face turns very sad and I drop

the subject. I can’t stand to see her sad and even more I can’t

stand that I might have caused it, even accidentally.

 So Charlie is the middle Graves child between Esther and

me. He told me that his life was a misery before I was born

because Esther made it a bloody hell. He took to me like the

sunlight on a summer’s day, he said, and was practically raising

me all by himself by the time he was four years old. He shielded

me from Esther or I would probably have grown into a stunted,

withered thing, like some witch’s staff. Wonderful Charlie, he

probably saved my life. Naturally, seeing how happy Charlie and I

are in each other’s company drives Esther into a fury.



Esther says Charlie is the meat in the sandwich, which means

he’s the middle child, although she might consider herself a

piece of bread but I don’t rate myself so low as the outside of

the sandwich. Father says Charlie is "soft as pudding" even

though Charlie works harder than anybody on the farm. He’s 16 and

strong as a bull, although I know Father isn’t talking about

strength. Mother says Charlie is sensitive and Father responds by

puffing enough air out of the side of his mouth to make his

moustache flutter, which is one of the many ways he has of

dismissing Charlie. He sounds like one of his horses. Oh, it’s

ugly when he does that. Charlie just takes it and doesn’t say a

word. It’s like Esther and Father are trying to see who can be

meaner to Charlie. Charlie is almost as good a person as Mother

is and he takes abuse from Esther as if he deserves it, which he

does not. He says it just rolls off his back, but I can see him

wince sometimes, and I know it hits him like a lash. It makes me

so mad, I want to tear Esther to pieces when she treats him that

way. But if he hears Esther turning on me he goes after her like

a feist dog after a rat. He has so much courage in my defense and

none in his own. I don’t understand that.

He even took on Father about my new name. He said I had a

perfect right to be my own person and he was going to call me

Hattie from now on, and Father said he would do as he was told,

by God, or there would be hell to pay, but Charlie just said, no,

Sir, she’s all Hattie to me now.

Father took the strap to him. It’s not right. Charlie is 16

now, he’s a man, you don’t beat a man like you would a child.



Charlie makes it worse by howling and crying so, putting his

hands behind him to protect himself--that seems to give Father

new energy and he becomes more creative in his choice of targets.

Poor Charlie is a crier, I’m afraid. According to Father, there’s 

something wrong with him, something he can’t name, or at least

never does in my presence. When he starts talking in that mean

way about his own son, Mother just shakes her head and says

"shame." When she says "shame" to me I stop whatever I’m doing

like it just caught fire in front of my face, because I know

she’s right; but it doesn’t effect Father, he just keeps on

ranting until sometimes Mother leaves the room. Father is an evil

man and, what’s more, he’s unregenerate. I hate him.

********

Billy Ransom laughed when I told him to call me Harriet from

now on. 

I called him "the spawn of the Ransom’s."

"What’s that?" he said.

"Spawn is the mess a frog leaves behind in the water," I

said.

He said I was calling his mother a frog. I said it had

nothing to do with his mother, who, as far as I know, is

perfectly fine although I suspect it was his father’s fault.

That’s when he said I was "red on the head like a dick on a

dog," because of my red hair.

I calmly replied that I was surprised he knew about

alliteration. He just looked at me, stupid as a cow. I wasn’t



really calm, I find his comments about my hair hurtful, but I

would never let him know it. It would only serve as

encouragement. Thank goodness he’s stupid, I can always make him

feel mentally inadequate. If he were smart and hated me that much

I would find it more difficult to take, I suppose. But then I’ve

never met a male who was smart, so it’s not likely my nemesis

would be.

The ironical thing is that he was sweet on me not very long

ago and asked me to walk out with him. I replied that I would

rather spend time with my father’s boar; it has fewer spots and

better conversation.

After that he said again that I was red on the head like the

dick on a dog. 

I kicked him. He howled, which was gratifying, but I think

it was a mistake to react because now he knows what to say to get

my goat. 

When I told Mother about Billy Ransom she admonished me.

"You must never twit on the truth, Harriet," she said.

I did not understand.

"If you’re teasing someone, don’t tease them about a true

weakness," she explained. "It is no longer playful and it isn’t

funny. It is hurtful. Never make fun of a fat person because he

is fat, for instance."

I started to protest but she wouldn’t have it.

"You are not a mean person, Harriet. Your tongue can be

quite sharp, but I know you don’t intend to inflict pain. I would

be very disappointed if you did...In this case I think it’s



fortunate that Billy Ransom is too thick to understand what you

were saying to him."

"I didn’t say his mother was a frog," I said.

"All right, enough of this," she said gently, as always.

"Tell me what else happened today."

Never twit on the truth, I repeated silently. Mother was

wrong, I had said many things in the past just to be hurtful Bbut

only because someone was trying to hurt me first. I didn’t know

if that made any difference, but I resolved to be different. I

would never twit on the truth.

Mother says my hair isn’t red, it’s auburn, and beautiful.

Father calls it ginger, which seems to be what the English call

it although it doesn’t look anything like ginger to me. Esther

the witch says I look like a carrot. Charlie says I am radiant

and that when the sun strikes my hair it shines like a halo. He

loves to brush it for me with Mother’s tortoise shell-backed 

brushes. Mother says they have boar bristles which is best for

gentle hair. I think they are the favorite things she owns.

Father bought them for her from a catalogue; I can’t imagine why

she sets so much store by them although they are very nice. One

hundred strokes a day will keep your hair like this forever,

Charlie says. I counted once and he did 150 strokes. Afterwards

he lets it fall through his fingers like spring water. If there’s

anything better than having someone brush your hair and gently

touch your head, I don’t know what it would be. Wonderful

Charlie.

Once when Father saw Charlie brushing my hair he seemed to



take great amusement from it. He started to sing, which is always

unpleasant because he has a terrible voice B-Charlie says Father

doesn’t know a single note in all of music and if he gets one

right it’s by accident. He was chuckling at the same time, a

nasty sound coming from Father. "I went to the animal fair/the

birds and the beasts were there/the big baboon by the light of

the moon/was combing his auburn hair." Then, laughing as if he’d

had a really bright idea, he sang,"the big baboon/by the light of

the moon/ was combing his sister’s hair."

Esther, whose intrusion is never welcome, copy-catted him

and sang, "the big baboon by the light of the moon/ was combing

Hazel’s hazel hair." She and Father laughed together. She’s the

only one he laughs with, which is because they’re so much alike.

Mother says I have my lovely auburn hair because I take

after her mother who was Scottish. Father gives his terrible

snort and corrects her, saying "Scotch- Irish" like it was an

insult. Father came from England when he was 20, and made a great

success of himself, or so he says. I don’t know what’s so very

successful about being a horse trader, but Father talks about it

as if it’s a triumph. He is very proud of being English and

thinks the English are better than anyone. He looks down on

anyone who isn’t English. So superior.

I asked him once if England is so very grand, why didn’t he

stay there. 

"The weather," he said. "English weather is damp and

moderate, which is wonderful if you happen to be a flower. This

bloody, primitive, uncivilized place is dry and wholly



intemperate. The winters are enough to founder an ox. The doctors

thought it would be good for my asthma. Bloody fools."

He suffers terribly from asthma which is only right since we

all suffer from his being so terrible a person.

"And is your asthma better, Father?" I knew it wasn’t, of

course. I could hear him wheezing half the day long, all the way

from the house to the barn.

"It’s one of the curses of my life." He cast a disdainful

gaze at all of us at table with him, Esther, Charlie, me. "Not

the biggest, although it will be the death of me."

"Don’t worry, Father. Only the good die young."

Lord, such a silence. I thought the other two were going to

hide under the table. Mother hurried in from the kitchen, wiping

her hands on her apron as she always does when she’s worried.

Father turned his gaze on me as speculatively as a hawk on a

rodent deciding if it is worth the effort to launch and swoop,

but he didn’t roar, as I expected. 

"Clever, aren’t you?" he said. I was surprised that he was

so calm.

"I expect so," I replied.

"Hazel, apologize!" Mother said. She was so upset she forgot

that I am now Harriet.

"She didn’t mean anything," Charlie said, leaping to my

defense.

Father pointed a finger at poor Charlie, an absolutely

venomous expression his face. He jerked his finger as if

administering a lash.



"Not so clever," he said of Charlie. If you ask me, Father

always twits on the truth.

"I apologize," I said immediately, trying to draw his

attention back to me.

"She’s just a child, Harold," Mother said.

"Oh, I know what she is, Mother. Don’t worry. Leave her to

me, I’ll deal with her."

He stared straight into my eyes. He was trying to scare me

but I refuse to be scared by him, even when I am. I stared right

back and vowed to myself not to blink first. I thought I detected

the beginnings of a smile before he turned his face away...He is

a strange man. Maybe because he’s English.

I’m proud of being Scottish, just like Mother’s mother.

CHAPTER 3

1898

Andrew Schrag

Kansas, bleeding Kansas

Like Easter Island statues my monitors regard me with

impassive and inscrutable faces of unyielding stone. Men I have

known, men who once lauded me and showered me with their highest

hopes now have trouble masking their scowls of disapproval.

Plaudits were strewn about my name by these self-same men, so

fulsome as to make an honest man blush. I was their great

adventurer, the first to set forth into the higher reaches of



American education, the premier scholar who would assail the

craggy heights of learning. "A philosopher," some mouthed with

awe. "A prodigy." From a community which not only does not prize 

education but in many cases actually shuns it for fear of an

accompanying enlightenment, these were heady encomiums for a

young man not yet an elder of the church to hear.

I half-believed them myself.

And now I am to be undone before I was made.

I look at them now, bearded, disapproving men all clad in

their Anabaptist blue like storm clouds lowering in an azure sky.

Here in this hall I was to preach, here I was to be-- destined to

be--minister in Hoffnungsfeld Mennonite Church. It is not a large

community, but my own, and I had studied then taught English and

German in the local school and even in the public academy Bagain,

the first of our number to do so Bwhile still a coeval of those I

was instructing. Teaching children of my own age, most of whom

regarded me resentfully at first, none of whom were eager to

learn anything that did not require the use of their hands, was a

valuable lesson in the proper approach to pedagogy. The

authoritarian stance was useless because, as they told me more

than once, I was deemed by my students "too big for my britches."

My mind and learning were, indeed, too big for their britches,

but they were also my greatest assets so I discovered ways to

enlist my pupils’ curiosity. I became their contemporary

Socrates, luring them into rational thought so artfully that they

believed they had taught themselves. My father once remarked

proudly that I could teach philosophy to the village idiot. He



was closer to the truth than he knew. 

All of this was done in preparation for and expectation of

the ministry. Now I stand before these stony men as the object of

a sort of ante-ordination defrockment, done before I started. An

ounce of prevention for the body politic, or rather the body

apostolic.

My father is at the back of the hall, the anguish on his

face so keen I can not look him in the eye. It is as if my

disgrace were his own, my shame his doing. It is not so, neither

is it fair. He is a good, if limited, man and he wanted what any

good father wants, I supposeBfor his children to succeed. If

their success reflects on him, if he desires to bathe in the

radiance of his ministerial son, is that a bad thing? Not

entirely selfless, to be sure, but few are the saints who walk

among us.

My calling to the pulpit was a given, bestowed upon me as a

gift by my fatherBI was intended, made for, and destined to be a

minister since my earliest years.

His devotion to what we considered to be my cause and future

was particular and focused. When I returned from Haverford and

told him of the love I have developed for German literature he

was alarmed that I had forsaken my destiny as a minister. But I

was aflame with ambition and as certain of my powers as of my

faith. It seemed well within my grasp to master the mysteries of

German literature, to become a polymath like the god-like Goethe,

and at the same time to bring to Mennonism an efflorescence not

seen since the indefatigable efforts of the eponymous Menno



Simons...I was invested by that sort of mad, wild enthusiasm the

young can bring to religion and literature and poetry and any

other phantasm of the spirit...I was 17.   

 Our clergy are elected from within the congregation. A

grounding in theology is not essential although I assume many

aspirants delude themselves that they have an understanding of

the topic that exceeds that of their flock. As far as I can tell,

this is due to a hubris of character rather than an exuberance

for study of the manifold and tortured intertwinings of Man and

the Divine. Judging by the performance of ministers I had seen,

the primary requirement was to be able to orate in a loud voice

upon the homely virtues while maintaining an image of stern

personal rectitude. No one expected the emergence of another

Menno Simons.

Other than myself.

And then I became a man and the becoming undid me.

********

 

Yes, I took Margaret Richter to the stand of cottonwoods

that skirt the Kanesa river like the elegant trim of a papal

chasuble where the water course wends its way through the far

northern reach of our property--an allusion none of these grim-

faced men would understand; Mennonites know nothing of popes,

priests or Catholics. It is considered a romantic spot and one of

the few places for miles around where an adult can find some

cover while standing upright, so flat is this Kansas prairie. One



could crawl on all fours below the level of the rising wheat in

summer, of course, or dig a hole to congregate under ground, but

neither prospect is particularly amatory. And I doubt that I

could have induced even someone as eager as Margaret to crawl

like a dog on her way to a rendezvous. Although whether I induced

her to the rendezvous or she induced me, at this remove I can no

longer say. She was certainly the more experienced of the two.

No, let me avoid a libel for I don’t know if she was experienced

or not. Let me say she was certainly more intuitive concerning

certain matters than I. A prodigy, in fact.

It was a week before I was to leave for Quaker-run Haverford

College, the first from our Mennonite community to attend any

institute of higher learning, and the mantle of expected

greatness felt well suited upon my shoulders. It may have been

whispered by some that I wore it too jauntily, but I have never

felt that self-assurance was antithetical to modesty.

Margaret was pretty in the fresh-faced way of the young. I

was a boy not without blemishes, she remarkably with none, and

her skin as luxuriant as just-skimmed cream. I thought her the

fairest of the fairBbut then in that place and at that age, I was

no connoisseur of beauty. Shameful truth to tell, I was as much

attracted to her manner which seemed to me both adventurous and

compliant, as I was to her face and form. She also had a way of

phrasing things that I found amusing. For someone who lived only

five miles away, she possessed a surprising use of language, her

vocabulary different, rougher than mine, but imaginative and

dosed with overtones of the Deep South. This was, after all,



"bloody Kansas" where Free Staters and Slave holders had vied for

dominance with gun and noose a few decades earlier. Some of the

Southern strain had seeped into her speech and made her seem

exotic. Or as exotic as anyone could appear wearing the cookie-

cutter costume of our clan. Her mind seemed to me to be nimble.

Not deep, but active and mirthfully imaginative. I liked that. It

made her seem to glitter like mica schist among the common

gravel. I was interested in the etymology of her words and

phrases. She was more interested in making me interested. 

We kissed there in the shade of the cottonwoods, parched-

lipped, self-conscious, aware of our sinning. There was little

passion to it, it seemed a formality, an obligation fulfilled,

and, for my part, I was far more nervous than lubricious.

   I had closed my eyes, experiencing this sterile and puzzling

procedure of osculation and wondering why it was so popular when

I detected strange mewing sounds very like the ones I had heard

from my mother as she put her feet into a warm bucket of salts. I

opened my eyes to see Margaret’s cobalt eyes staring into mine

with an unnerving frankness. Withdrawing from the kiss, she

sighed and put her head against my chest while wrapping her arms

around me. I was in no doubt as to what all this meant and found

myself embracing her as well.

More than anything I recall the great urgency I felt as she

unfastened my buttons. Was it with practiced hand, or, again, do

I do her discredit? Say that she was deft. To the greater point,

I did not restrain her and if I demurred at all, it was not with

the force of an edict. I let happen what happened and bear the



responsibility for it. Her alien touch, my first ever, was too

much touch for me and I was overwhelmed with ecstacy and

immediate remorse in equal measure. The pleasure, of course, was

all too transitory; the shame has lasted like the original

scribblings on a palimpsest, impossible to ever rub away, only to

obscure. Whether my embarrassment at my precipitous unburdening

was greater than that of my lapse of morality I was at the moment

too confused to say. Subsequent experience has taught me that the

former is indigenous to my makeup, a physical curse like a

propensity for wens and warts, something beyond correction; the

latter can be atoned for and forgiven, even rectified within the

harsh strictures of our faith. It was a lapse in morality, after

all, not a deformation of character.

I understood the demands of our code even as she washed her

hand in the timid flow of the Kanesa Ban embarrassment atop

embarrassment and yet I watched with morbid interest as she

removed my residue from her hand, smiling at me, cheerful as

usual. Perhaps even gleeful? It was, after all, an exceedingly

brief courtship.

She climbed from the water’s edge and nestled against me

where I sat in my horror. 

"Are you happy?" she asked.

I grunted, mortified beast that I had become. 

Her hand, cool from the water, slid again into my trousers

which I only then realized were still unbuttoned. I was too

startled by the immediacy of my response to her touch to protest

and the whole sordid process was repeated with unseemly haste.



Practice may make perfect but my performance was much the same.

After another bout of humiliating hand-scrubbing, she sat

next to me once more, beaming like the Cheshire cat.

"What do we do now?" she asked. As if she didn’t know the

inevitable answer.

And so I was engaged to marry. Honor, as understood by a 15-

year-old, was served.

********

I left Margaret to her knitting and went, with relief, to

Haverford in Philadelphia and embarked on my life as an academic.

It was a thrilling time when I was allowed to pursue with the

high energy and passion of youth my love of learning without

question or censure. There I discovered the philosophies of other

minds that challenged my own farm-bred notions and I engaged in

happy struggle with Socrates and Plato and Schopenhauer and

Hegel, and the grand behemoth, Immanuel Kant. Thomas Aquinas also

scratched at the corner of my eye and his "proofs" of the

existence of god became an irritant that began the loosening of

my faith. His "reasoning" struck me as tautological and

sophomoric, more emblematic of semantics than true thought, the

theologian’s equivalent of the 4-year-old who continues to query

"why?" ad infinitum to every explanation until the only final

reply is "because god says so and stop asking and shut up".

Aquinas’s was the ultimate dodge, evading questions by stepping

behind a burning bush. The falseness of the saint’s famous five

reasons and their grateful, eager acceptance and apotheosis by

the Catholic Church seemed a damning indictment of the whole



hollow enterprise of religion. Reading the most vaunted Christian

philosopher destroyed my belief in Christianity and with it my

secret goal of revitalizing Mennonism.

The Mennonites paid for my years at Haverford where I found

myself ridiculed for my German accent and my austere budget. My

revenge was to lose my accent and finish first in my class all

four years. I was awarded a Phi Beta Kappa key which, as far as I

can ascertain, affords high distinction but unlocks nothing.

After Haverford I returned to Kansas a different man, a

stranger in my own land, only to find Margaret exactly the same.

I had matured but she had coarsened. The constant but incremental

changes that transform us all over the years had done her no

favors. A less cruel or indifferent Nature should have stopped

the process of change years earlier. Some final and inscrutable

molecular shift in her bones had converted a budding beauty of

fifteen into a prematurely dowdy woman whose cheeks had fleshed

too fully, whose nose had tilted just that fractional difference

between pert and porcine, and whose creamy complexion had

darkened, whose pores had sprouted, or rather cratered, giving

her face the pebbly texture of an unripe orange.  It was suddenly

and startling easy for me to see forecast in Margaret’s face and

form those of her mother, a well-respected, upright gorgon.

More damaging, in my view, was that her mind had changed not

a whit. Her metaphors and idioms and verbal tropes that had

pleased my younger self had remained the same, exactly,

unflinchingly the same. I realized that her mind created nothing

but drew from a well whose waters would never change; there would



be no spark of imagination, just endless repetition. A phrase

such as "that woman could start an argument in an empty room" is

arresting when original--when coined a dozen times it reeks of

must and is deadening to the ear. Worse, it evokes the overworked

and shopworn brain that voiced it. I ground my teeth and groaned

inwardly as she leapt from cliche to cliche like a child playing

hopscotch, hopping repeatedly to square after threadbare square.

Let speech be plain if it can not be creative and spontaneous.

Avoiding the cottonwoods as the den of the demon, I

explained to Margaret in her own parlor, as gently as I could,

that the constituencies of our varying natures had set us upon

different paths. Our minds were constructed entirely differently,

we moved to music of such variant timbre that the ultimate

cacophony could be nothing but atonality and discord. (In that

vein I did not confuse her by saying that I had discovered the

glories of the incomparable German composers while at Haverford.

Bach and Beethoven and Brahms would have only confused her,

limited as she was to the acquaintance of Mennonite hymnals.)

Still with patience and forbearance I stated the obvious, we

were simply ill-suited, chalk and cheese, oil and water, a

combination altogether immiscible. As I could not marry her as an

equal, I would not marry her as a servant, which, I felt, was all

too often the role of a Mennonite farmer’s wife. The honorable

thing was to release her from the promise so that she might yet

find a boy without learning or sophistication, or any desire to

alter that deficiency.

She responded with inexplicable fury.



And so I am convened with these adamantine-faced elders who

have already judged me and my actions. 

"Have you broken your engagement to Margaret?" Herr Hafner

demanded in a basso-profundo that rattled the rafters.

"I do not believe in perpetual servitude," I responded

cooly. I was in a mood to debate the issue. 

They were not.

The judgment was summary. I was informed that I was

uninvited to speak to the congregation.

I did not share with the elders the truth that I was no

longer inclined to minister to the congregation because I was no

longer a Christian, no longer a believer, and still a Mennonite

only in that I had been impressed as such while young and pliant.

Mennonite culture and certain forms of thought would remain in my

character and disposition like thumb prints in molten wax, I have

no doubt, but they are no longer a part of my essence.

I withheld this information, salve though it was to me,

because it would only cause my father further pain. As it was I

could not bear to look at him where he sat suffering and

dissolving with humiliation among his peers. That poor, good, man

blushed the shade of a raised rash and his ears looked as if they

might burst into flame. Perhaps in deference to him, it was

decided that I was not to be shunned. My punishment was

unofficial, amorphous, and lasting B-severe communal disapproval.

I was certain I had done no wrong but equally certain that

to everyone else I most certainly had. To their credit, after the

tribunal, the members of the community were discreet enough not



to mention my dishonor, however sincerely they believed in it,

but to my great anguish I was forced to defend myself to myself,

again and again. My head echoed with excuses and rationales,

explanations and justifications. I was not what they thought, an

unscrupulous Don Juan, I had committed no dishonor, if not

blameless I was nonetheless innocent. It was a maddeningly futile

exercise in self-acquittal, fruitless and pointless, and only

served to exacerbate the anger I felt. The silent, false,

implication of dishonor did not burn, but itched, horribly,

incessantly, and I tore at it with talons of self-examination

without relief.

That summer I worked on the farm, avoiding others, and took

on all the most taxing of jobs, laboring myself into exhaustion

to still the fulminations in my head. I have been often told,

with hyperbole, that I have the strength of a bull and I used all

of it until on more than one occasion I fell to my knees,

panting, limbs quivering, after undertaking chores better suited

to a brace of oxen.

I needed escape and, fortunately, had the means at hand.

Unknown to anyone but myself, throughout the long ordeal I had

within my pocket a fellowship to Johns Hopkins University, newly

established citadel of higher learning in Baltimore, Maryland,

exactly the fortress I needed in which to pursue a PhD.

In the autumn of that year, with the harvest still beckoning

in the field, I left the Mennonite community of Hoffnungsfeld, I

left Kansas, I left the Mennonite church, I left my family, I 

left Margaret Richter to her wiles and her suitors.



I left my father. With the image of his pain scalded into my

mind, I vowed never to dishonor him or myself, ever. A life free

of further shame would serve as anodyne to his pain, and mine.

Like the thrush wresting itself free from tenacious

birdlime, I rose from the adhesive limb and twig of my youth and

soared towards freedom. I gave thanks to scholarship and its

power to transform as the wings of study and hard work bore me

away from that stultifying place. I had dropped the weight of all

expectations, other than my own.

CHAPTER 3

1902

HARRIET GRAVES

It’s my sixteenth birthday and I’m as adult as I’ll ever be.

You don’t get more adult just because you get older. It’s a state

of being that endows you with responsibility and permits you to

make your own decisions and no one, not your brother, not your

sister, not your parents can make you change your mind.

I should have murdered Father yesterday when I was not yet

legally responsible for my actions. 

My day of deliverance began before dawn with a breech

delivery on Mrs. Harness. Father says she is our best brood mare

and certainly treats her with more consideration than anyone in

his human family.

 Father started to minister to Mrs. Harness with Dan, the



new foal’s sire, agitating in the adjoining stall. Dan should be

nervous, it’s all his fault, after all. A stallion has his

duties, I suppose, but you never see him helping out in any way

after the fact. After the unseemly business of procreation, the

male slinks off and the new foal belongs to the mother, entirely

and exclusively. It seems to me to be an altogether more

satisfactory way or arranging things than the human pattern and

all its hypocrisy. Father dotes on Dan as if the stud were a

prince and Father his slave and attendant and court jester. I was

going to say he treats him like his own son but then I thought of

how he mistreats Charlie. Dan has it much better and does no work

at all except take a trot into town once in a while with Father

at the reins. No one else is allowed to even look at Dan cross-

eyedB-except to wash and curry and feed and clean him when Father

is having one of his attacks, of course. Father named him Dan

after Dan Patch, the great pacer that has set world speed records

like breaking eggs for an omelette. Father’s Dan is fast, but not

a patch on Patch. That’s called a pun. 

We weren’t in the stall for more than a few minutes when

Father had such an attack of asthma that he headed back to the

house. Esther was supposed to pitch in and help but with Father

gone she just declared she didn’t want to.

"You do it if you think it’s so much fun," she said to me.

"I didn’t say it was fun, I said it was interesting."

She made that noise that father makes, half snort, half puff

that manages to show contempt without a word uttered.

Charlie had the block and tackle and reached in and attached



it to the foal. Mother soothed the mare, magically, and Charlie

and I pulled the new-born out. The little thing looked so

confused. 

When it was all over Mrs. Harness was so exhausted she could

barely get to her feet, but, being a mother, naturally she

managed to do what she needed to do and licked and nudged the

new-born filly upright. In the next stall Dan made a show of

sniffing the air as if the entire proceedings were beneath him,

then staled loudly on the straw. He’s Father’s horse all right.

We could hear Father wheezing all the way from the barn as

we started back to the house. He sounded as if he were giving

birth himself. The asthma won’t kill him, no matter what he says.

Only the good die young.

Mother refused to let me help her make the cake for my

birthday. She said it was all for me on this special occasion and

I could hardly call it a surprise if I had a hand in its

preparation. It doesn’t seem to me it will be much of a surprise

since I know all about it already, but then Mother can work

miracles in the kitchen so I may well be surprised after all. In

any event I naturally gave way to her wishes and absented myself

from the kitchen.

By sunup Father was still creating enough noise with his

hacking and wheezing to raise the dead so I knew he would sleep

till noon as he always did once the attack passed. Since this was

my day of independence I decided to do something that would give

him apoplexy if he knew about it Bbut then I didn’t intend for him



to know about it.

I led Dan out of the stable as quietly as I could and he

allowed me to hitch him to Father’s rig without a fuss as if the

awesome duties of horse fatherhood had worn him out already and

he was eager to get away from the mare and filly next door. I

walked him past the house to keep the noise to the minimum and

didn’t climb into the trap and take up the reins until we were a

good hundred yards clear of everything.

Father’s trap wasn’t quite a racing buggy so much as a

vehicle for him to show himself off to the locals. I suppose he

thought it demonstrated him as a man who could control a spirited

beast even going flat out. Probably every other man in the county

thought the same about himself Bthey just didn’t sport the trap to

emphasize the fact.  As far as I know Father never let Dan go

flat out, either, for fear of his prize horse injuring itself.

But then show was always more important to Father than

performance. He was, after all, a trader of horses, not a

trainer...But the trap was built for speed and so was Dan. When I

turned him loose he clipped along very nicely without the

slightest urging from me. This was a treat for both of us because

although the trap was built to seat two Father was very jealous

of it and frequently didn’t even let Mother ride in it. Heaven

forbid a child of his should sit up there and detract from his

majesty’s presence by our obvious inferiority although Charlie

and I had stolen a few moments in it on a couple of daring

occasions. Those instances amounted to little more than a quarter

mile out and back but Charlie’s reaction was worth the



trepidation. He giggled and grimaced in equal measure, bouncing

up and down from delight at tweaking Father’s nose (although

Father didn’t know it, of course)to fear of the grand man’s

reprisals if he discovered us. And when I demanded a turn at the

reins he gripped my leg all the way to the stable, emitting a

kind of high keening sound through clenched teeth. I chose to

think it was an expression of happiness. I saw Charlie actually

happy so seldom that I grasped at even that mixed expression.

It was hot already although the sun had barely risen, and

clammy with the heaviness of air that bespoke an impending

thunderstorm, the typical summer day of this part of the world.

The breeze created by Dan was lovely, as was the sense of being

at long last the master of my own life. From here on out there

was little I could not do, nothing I could not accomplish if I

set my mind to it. I was an adult and answerable to no one but

myself. The sense of possibility made me almost giddy and, I

admit, a bit reckless.

When I saw across the fields another buggy heading on a

perpendicular line to the crossroads, I gave Dan a little cluck

and a whisper of the reins and he responded. To my surprise, so

did the other buggy. Just like that we were in a race to the

crossing. I told Dan to go and he flew as if he relished a race

as much as I. The other buggy accelerated, too, the challenge was

met and away we both went, lickety-split. 

Closer and closer both of us came to the spot where the

roads met and for a moment it looked as if a collision was

inevitable. I refused to yield and Dan was fearless and we



barreled through the crossing a full length in front of the

other. It was dangerously close, and I knew it, but so

exhilarating that I didn’t care. As I slowed Dan to a walk I

looked back and saw the other buggy turn and come toward us. 

For the first time I could see the driver clearly.

I expected to hear some stern old-man flummery but instead I

was faced with a smile.

"You were going so fast your hair caught on fire," he said.

I realized my hair had come undone in the excitement and it

must have been flying behind me.

"It looked like flames shooting out of your head. Very

distracting, I thought maybe I was racing a witch. A lovely

witch, as I see now. When I saw it I pulled up. I thought you

might need assistance to put out the fire," the driver said.

"You did not pull up!" I said, a little more forcefully than

I intended. "You were beaten."

His smile only broadened. "Yes, I was. You were hands down

faster and well done, too."

And admission of defeat, and from a man? I was so

flabbergasted I could barely speak.

"You did pretty good yourself," I said.

"Your father’s Dan has quite a leg on him," he said. He

patted Dan’s withers and Dan shivered all over. I couldn’t blame

him, I was close to shivering myself and how much was the

excitement of the race winding down and how much was a new

excitement building I couldn’t say, but if that man had patted me

I think I would have fainted. 



"How are your folks?" he asked. "Everyone healthy?"

He was the handsomest man I have ever seen. When he smiled I

thought the sun was shining from his face.

"How’s Charlie?"

"You know Charlie?" It was dim-witted but all I could

manage.

"Oh, Charlie and I go way back," he said. "Nice lad. One of

my favorites."

"Charlie?" I repeated, growing stupider by the second.

He chuckled at me but I was not offended in the slightest.

"Your brother? Remember?"

I must have struck him as some sort of idiot.

"You are Hazel Graves, aren’t you?"

"No."

"Oh. I beg your pardon."

"I used to be. I’m Harriet now."

"Well then I beg your pardon again."

He smiled at me again and just kept smiling as if we shared

some delightful secret, but for the life of me I couldn’t figure

what it was. But I never wanted him to stop.

"I changed it some years ago."

"That would explain it. I’ve been away some years, so I

didn’t get the news."

He has thick luxuriant black hair and no hat to hide under,

which is rare here any time of year and his eyes are a startling

blue, so bright that at first you can’t believe it, like the

painted eyes of a store-bought doll. And he has no beard, no



mustache, unlike just about every adult male I know. Adam must

have looked like that, a blazing beauty, and all the copies

through the years just got worse and worse. 

"Well, Miss Harriet Graves, I thank you for this morning’s

diversion. Next time I’ll ask my mare to get a move on as soon as

I see you because I think we’ll need a head start against you and

Dan." He climbed onto his buggy and tipped his hand to a non-

existent hat. "Give my best to Charlie."

"Who?"

He chuckled again. "Charlie, your brother. I think we dealt

with that a minute ago."

"I mean, who are you?"

"Oh, I’m sorry. I truly did have the advantage on you,

didn’t I? I assumed you recognized me. I’m Ned Beckerlein...Well,

Dr. Edward Beckerlein as of three weeks ago. Officially. But Ned

will do."

A doctor? I yearned to be ill, I wished my leg were broken,

I wished that my hair had indeed caught fire. In the tiny time it

takes to have a thought I imagined myself languishing in bed with

some painless disease and Dr. Edward Beckerlein leaning over me,

his face at once smiling and concerned and sympathetic as he

ministered to me.

"Dan’s a spirited animal, you handled him well." There was

no jest in his tone now. It was the second time he had

complimented me and his praise was unnerving. Charlie said nice

things to me, as did Mother, but even Miss Jones served her

admiration grudgingly and with vinegar. Men, in my experience,



only condescended. I could think of nothing to say.

"You, too," I blurted after what seemed like an age,

immediately feeling more than ever the fool.

My answer must have pleased him because he smiled again. I

swear I could feel the warmth of it on my skin.

"Storm’s coming," he said, glancing at the sky. "You’d be

wise to seek shelter soon...I hope we meet again."

"All right. Why?" I asked.

He chuckled.

"I mean we will," I blurted, unsure if I was making a

hopeful statement or asking a question.

He lifted the reins as if to start off but then didn’t move

and gave no urging to his mare, just sat in his buggy, looking at

me with a very serious stare. My blush must have made my face as

red as my hair.

"Are you planning to follow in your mother’s footsteps and

nurse and midwife?"

Of course, if he was doctoring, even for a few weeks, he

would have encountered Mother.

"No," I said.

"I didn’t think so."

"Why not?"

"Your mother is a born angel...I believe you’ve got some of

the other in you. Not sure you’d have the desired calming effect.

You’d be more apt to rile some of them."

"That’s what you know," I said. I knew I was being sassy and

erratic and stupid and childish BI just didn’t know how else to



act.

"You’re right," he said. "I apologize."

Two compliments and an apology from a grown man? It was

unheard of.

"I don’t know anything about you except what I see," he

continued.

His smile was so radiant that I didn’t muse about the

meaning of that comment until he was out of sight. And then it

troubled me powerfully.

He gave his mare a cluck and started off.

"We will meet again!" I called after him. He may have been

too far to hear me, but I thought he lifted a hand in

recognition. I sensed that he was amused. In fact I seemed to

have amused him right along and I didn’t know why.

Mother would disapprove of my lack of decorum, but, Good

Lord, what a man. How could I let him go in a restrained, demure,

lady-like fog of disinterest? My restraint lay in not following

him directly like a stray dog.

As I turned for home I noticed for the first time that the

weather had darkened dramatically in the past few minutes and the

reason for his concern was obvious. Huge thunderhead clouds were

massed over the horizon to the south-west. I was in for a serious

soaking.

I paid little more heed to the weather, preoccupied as I was

by the minor miracle of a man I had just met, and I let Dan move

along at his own fast walk. Only gradually did I realize that all

on his own Dan started to trot.



He was moving rapidly and flecks of his sweat swept back on

to me. I realized that I, too, was perspiring, instantaneously

dripping from every pore. It was suddenly hard to hold the reins.

I started to pull Dan back but he tossed his head and looked to

the side. His eye was huge and terrified. I glanced in the

direction of the storm and for the first time I saw the tail

spinning out of the bottom of the cloud like thread from a

spindle. Dark as the abyss and evil through and through, the

funnel cloud of a tornado. A twister come to earth, the terror of

the prairie.

Without my bidding Dan broke into a fear-induced gallop. He

had shown more sense than I had, mooning about Dr. Beckerlein and

ignoring the growing danger. I should have known better, I had

seen whirlwinds before, I had seen the damage they could wreak on

homes and man and beast on this great flatness where there was no

place to hide but a hole in the ground. I leaned into his speed

and urged him on but Dan needed no encouragement, he was running

with his tail straight out behind him at a speed I had never

seen, never encountered. The reins were slick with my

perspiration and all but useless in any event, for Dan was not

about to be reined in by a thoughtless, reckless girl who had

gotten him into this mess in the first place.

Winds were howling at us while the funnel came in a line

across the fields as if we were the only thing on its mind. I

could see objects whirling in the air around it although it was

still too far to distinguish details. I didn’t want to look at

that giant unwinding spool, it horrified me, but it was hard to



look away. It couldn’t be outrun in a straight line, I knew that,

our only  hope was that it would swerve away from the path that

seemed zeroed in on us. I could see the house in the distance,

there was shelter there in the storm cellar, but it was

impossibly far away and as we approached the farm the tornado

adjusted course as if we were its lodestar and it had eyes only

for us and our destruction. 

Something was suddenly cartwheeling down the road, straight

for us, propelled by the winds that I knew were nothing compared

to the ones the whirlwind had in store. It was coming at us

faster than Dan was running towards it, a straight-backed chair

swept from the porch, the wind using its back for a sail. It

looked to me like disaster with wings and Dan thought the same

for he swerved violently to avoid it. My hands could not hold 

the slippery reins and I was bounced from the trap like loose

baggage.

Stunned, I got groggily to my feet and watched Dan and the

trap tear towards the farm. I glanced at the funnel and could

make out the objects swirling around it but took no time to study

them. I ran towards the house as if the devil were reaching for

my coat tails. 

I ran as hard and fast as I could until I could go no

further, until I couldn’t breathe and couldn’t make my legs work.

I stumbled, kept going, fell, rose and tried to run again

although it felt as if I had a plow attached, anchoring me to the

ground. I no longer needed to look at the monster spinning

towards me, I could see it in the corner of my eye, huge,



furious, vile. The noise of its approach was deafening, louder

than a locomotive, and things were flying all about me,

everywhere. As I reached the barnyard a shoat careened by my head

as if thrown, bouncing off the earth and then airborne again,

like a gutta-percha ball, its piggish squeal lost in the roar of

the monster. I fell, I rose, I fell again and tried to continue

on my knees but the house and cellar were unreachably far away.

The hem of my dress was flapping so hard it ripped and slapped me

in the face. I knew I was finished, knew I couldn’t make it and

collapsed flat on the trodden ground of the feedlot. I felt

myself being dragged backwards, towards the vortex and I torn my

nails trying to grab purchase of the earth itself.

Suddenly I was lifted, but not by the tornado, Charlie’s

strong arms were around me, he threw me over his shoulder like a

sack of seed corn and ran towards the cellar. He stumbled on the

stairs and I landed on my back as he fell atop me, but we were

in, we were safe. Charlie had saved my life.

But when I opened my eyes I saw not Charlie rise panting for

breath from atop me, but Father. He rolled onto his back on the

hard-packed dirt floor of the cellar and immediately began to

wheeze.

Mother, Charlie and Esther were all there, huddled in a

corner, staring at me as if I were part of the storm itself,

inexplicably hurled into the cellar. Mother reacted first and

rushed to my side.

"We thought you were lost," she said. "Your father went out,

we tried to stop him..."



"Looking for Dan, no doubt," I said.

Mother gave me the strangest look.

We could feel the house above us shudder, and then a

profound silence. My remark fell into the silence and seemed to

boom from wall to wall. Father lifted himself to his elbows and

looked at me, glared at me, his eyes icy and hard. Something

twitched at his lips, whether a smile or a frown I couldn’t say.

I gave no quarter and returned his stare until he eased himself

down onto his back again and resumed his eternal wheezing, a

whistle sounding from his throat with every labored breath...

probably wishing he’d saved the bouncing piglet instead.

********

For the past week I have been accompanying Mother on her

rounds visiting the sick. Although she has expressed her pleasure

at my newly displayed concern for others, I think she suspects

the real reason. Ever since I met him I have inquired about Dr.

Beckerlein from both her and Charlie, and neither has had much to

say.

Charlie arched his eyebrows when I mentioned my encounter at

the crossroads and then put on a face as taciturn as Father’s

own. I didn’t know he had that ice within him nor what I had done

to draw it to the surface.

"I helped with the haying at his father’s place for a couple

of years," he said. "Me and some other boys."

"I and some other boys," I prompted.

Of course I knew that Charley hired out occasionally, and if



he hadn’t Father would probably have sent him as a coolie and

collected the wages himself, but I knew nothing of the simple

farm labor he performed, nor of his mates in the endeavor.

"This was before he went to the medical college," Charlie

said. "I haven’t seen him since."

"What was he like?"

Charlie shrugged in answer.

"No, but what was he like?" I insisted. "Was he funny? Was

he a good worker? Did the other boys like him? You must have got

along with him, he said you were one of his favorites...Give me

something to work with, Charlie."

"He was OK, I guess."

This from my beloved brother who liked nothing better than

some small bone of gossip to gnaw on.

"Come on, Charlie, tell me something."

"He was smarter than me."

"I. Smarter than I am."

He shrugged again, indifferent to both English grammar and

my interest in Dr. Beckerlein. I have never seen him so cold.

Perhaps there’s more of Father’s nature in Charlie than I would

ever have guessed. I say that with sorrow.

Mother has been little more forthcoming.

"I don’t know," she would say. "Your brother knows him

better. I’ve only run into him a few times, he seems competent as

a doctor."

‘Competent’, coming from Mother, is very faint praise

indeed.



"What do you mean? Is he a bad doctor? I can’t believe he’s

a bad doctor..."

"Why can’t you?"

"Because he seems so...confident."

"Sure of himself, you mean? He is that."

"Well, yes..." I noted the fine distinction between those

two assessments. "What? What aren’t you saying?"

"Hattie, you’ve met him once and that was under, what shall

I say, unusual circumstances. Unconventional circumstances."

She knew how little I valued convention.

"Don’t roll your eyes at me, young Miss. There are reasons

for those conventions. They protect us all."

I pretended to be chastised. One of society’s conventions

which I resist is that our elders always know better and we must

appear to appreciate their wisdom. Oddly, although Mother alluded

often to my ride with Dan on the day of the tornado with

circumspectly  mild terms of disapproval, Father, from whom I

would have expected something volcanic, had not mentioned it even

once. 

"Why would I need protection from him," I said.

"You need it from yourself," she said. "And I’m not so sure

you don’t need it from him as well."

"But why, Mother, why do you say that?"

"Enough, now, Darling. I worked with him when he set Mr.

Bruder’s broken leg and he seemed to do a fine job. He arrived a

few minutes late for Mrs. Strahan’s delivery, which wasn’t his

fault, and I was already there to do the midwifery so it turned



out fine as well, the baby and mother are healthy and that’s all

that matters. That’s all I know of his doctoring skills."

"But..."

"Enough, enough. Let us talk of other things."

But I could not stop, because no one would give me an

answer.

"What did he mean I might rile the patients? I don’t rile

people, do I? I’m not as nice as you are but I’m polite, I try to

be sympathetic, it doesn’t come as naturally as it does to you,

but..."

"Hattie, you’re giving me a blister with all this! Rile has

more than one meaning. You’re a young woman now, figure it out

for yourself."

I can’t remember the last time she lost her temper. She

never spoke to me with such heat before, nor to anyone else. It

was such a shock and so hurtful to my feelings that I withdrew

immediately. 

And for the past week we have not encountered Dr. Beckerlein

on our rounds of the sick. I almost wonder if Mother has arranged

our schedule to avoid him. But then why should she do that?

********

Ned and I...Ned, Ned, Ned...I can not think his name without

my heart leaping like a fish after a damselfly. And I am the

damsel. Ned and I. Ned and I. Like a song I can not get out of my

mind, like the pleasure of breathing after a lifetime of

suffocation. I fill my lungs, my whole being swells with it BNed

and I, Ned and I. Air!



There is a stand of cottonwoods that runs along the banks of

the Little Nemaha; he took me there today and we ate the picnic I

had hastily assembled from our larder at home. At least he ate, I

could hardly swallow I was so nervous Bnervous doesn’t begin to

describe it. I was exhilarated, giddy, drunk on his nearness as

he sat beside me and read from Shelley.

"For she was beautiful -- her beauty made/ The bright world

dim, and everything beside/Seemed like the fleeting image of a

shade."

He looked up from the book and held me with his gaze and the

slightest of smiles. His eyes alone could charm the birds from

the trees and all the creatures of the earth from their dens.

Just to look directly at me was to summon butterflies.

"The all-beholding Sun had ne'er beholden/In his wide voyage

o'er continents and seas/So fair a creature, as she lay enfolden/ 

In the warm shadow of her loveliness; B/He kissed her with his

beams, and made all golden/ The chamber of gray rock in which she

lay B/She, in that dream of joy, dissolved away."

I did not know the works of Shelley but it seemed to me that

the words came directly from Ned’s soul. His very nature was

poetry and his being all beauty.

He closed the book upon his finger, marking the poem Bas if I

could ever forget it. I took in every word, despite a roaring in

my ears.

"Shelley’s writing about a witch, of course. A wizard lady

he calls her. A beautiful, enchanting witch."

He lowered his voice and leaned towards me. At first I



thought he was going to kiss me Band I was going to let him. But

he stopped short and in a deep, mock-threatening whisper, the

tone of an adult teasing a child huddled in delicious terror in a

closet during hide-and-seek, "Are you a witch, Harriet? Are you a

wizard lady to enchant one so?" 

I managed to stammer "no", or some such mindless reaction as

his faced hovered just inches from mine. Oh, how I wish he had

kissed me. His lips so ripe and full, I know they would be as

gentle as an infant’s touch. I could have done it myself, I could

so easily have bridged that tiny gap between us and pressed my

mouth to his. He asked about me but he was the wizard, he had

charmed me completely. Was there any woman alive he could not

capture with his easy charm? Any man who would not wish to

befriend him?

He straightened again, perhaps realizing my wild, ungoverned

state, and looked again to his book. He is always such a

gentleman. He tapped the cover as if he had a better idea than

Shelley, then he lifted his gaze, summoning memory from across

the torpid flow of the Little Nemaha waters.

‘She walks in beauty, like the night/Of cloudless climes and

starry skies,/And all that's best of dark and bright/Meets in her

aspect and her eyes.’ The words emerged from him new born, only

that moment created, and everything he said was meant for me.

"That fits you like a glove, Hattie. It’s Byron, of course.

A bit of a rake, I’m afraid, but I can’t but help applaud him,"

he said. "He may be a Scaramouche but his soul is pure romance.



Don’t you think so?"

He could have told me the Devil was even a better friend to

Man than the dog and the sky was a lovely shade of green and I

would have agreed at that moment; or this. I felt ashamed of my

ignorance of Scaramouche. I will rectify that the next time I’m

near an encyclopedia for Mother doesn’t know, either.

"Where did you come up with the term?" she asked.

I shrugged as if it were of no importance. "I heard it

somewhere." It was the first time I lied to my mother since

childhood and it filled me immediately with shame. She who would

never lie to me, she to whom I told and confessed everything.

Of course she knew as soon as the words left my mouth. How

could she not, I could feel the color rising to my face and I had

to look away.

"Where did you go?" she asked gently. There was no hint of

recrimination in her voice, it was as if I had confessed already

and we had been talking about the subject for some time.

"The Little Nemaha."

"That is a long walk for you."

"I walked to the crossroads, he met me there." In truth I

ran to the crossroads, clutching the parcel of our picnic to my

chest lest it smash to pieces as it swung against my body. My

haste made me early and for the longest time I feared he was not

coming, but at last I saw his mare and buggy and when they came

to a stop he swung down and lifted me onto the blanket he had

brought for us to sit on by the river. No one had needed to lift

me into a carriage since I was an infant, but I did not object.



He wanted to show me his strength and his chivalrous nature. I

felt like royalty.

Mother nodded as if she had divined it all in a moment, as

if every detail were visible in her mind.

"Have you made plans?"

"Plans? No. We just are. Oh, Mother, you don’t know, you

can’t know, he’s just so perfect..."

She was kneading the dough for tomorrow’s bread, her apron

dusted with flour, her face rosy from the kitchen’s summer heat

and some of strands of hair had come loose from the cloth on her

head, short tendrils hanging low enough for her to blow them away

with a sideways puff, some grey, some still as golden as the

wheat in the fields that swayed and shuttered under the breeze.

She pulled the tall stool from under the table and sat, bits of

dough caked to her hands.

"I do know," she said.

She was gone for a moment, lost somewhere in her mind and

when she returned she seemed suddenly a girl again, I’d never

seen her look so young. Or so beautiful. My lovely mother who

must have been a lovely girl once, a girl my age. I found the

concept hard to imagine.

"Before your father, I knew a boy," she said. "Truance

Cooper. I called him Tru." She paused, summoning him in full. "He

had a funny tooth, this one," pointing at her eye tooth, "and it

was more than crooked, it was caddywompus to the rest of his

mouth. It was turned so aslant that it made a little bump on his

upper lip when his mouth was closed. I suppose some would think



it was ugly, and some teased him, but I thought it was the cutest

thing...Harriet, it made my heart full to be with him. He was the

happiest boy and he made me happy like no one else ever has."

In my mind I urged her to say "except you, darling."

For once she didn’t read my thoughts, or ignored them.

"I didn’t see him often," she said. "There were no

occasions, or not enough of them, but when we were in the same

place we connected like magnets, if you listened close enough I

bet you could hear us click as we came together. We danced and

laughed and talked and laughed and just sat next to each other

and felt warm and good."

"You loved him," I said.

"I thought he hung the moon."

"What happened? Why Father?" I didn’t need to add that he

never made her happy in their whole life together.

"The war. The war for the Union."

Her expression turned melancholy and the age seeped back

onto her face.

"His father had come from Sweden and like a lot of newcomers

seemed to think he owed the Union a debt of blood. He didn’t give

his own, though. He made Tru join the Iowa militia. Tru didn’t

want to, he told me so, but he put on a brave face to everyone

else and he obeyed his father and he went...that filthy, bloody

war...Something called the Battle of Wilson’s Creek somewhere in

Missoura. Practically the only time the Iowa boys were in a

fight. August, 1861...Right at the beginning... My Tru fell

somewhere in the Missoura mud...He was sixteen. Dead in Missoura



at sixteen."

She shook her head slowly side to side, trying to shake off

the horrible folly of it all. For a moment I thought she was

going to cry. I don’t think I could stand it to see my mother

cry, it would break my heart right were I stood.

"Oh, Hattie, I pray to God you and yours never see a war."

And with that she stood and pushed the stool back under the

table. "Well, none of that gets the cabbage cut, does it?" 

She resumed kneading the mass of dough with more vigor than

called for.

"Why did you never tell me this before?"

"I don’t like to think of it too much," she said. "It’s

dangerous to think of him. It was a lifetime ago and thinking

about it just makes things harder."

I thought dangerous was a revealing word for her to use. It

suggested things going on in her mind of which I had never seen

any sign on the surface.

********

Father’s galluses made a red x across his back, a target

that I could sight on from a distance. He was in the paddock,

selecting the colts that he would geld in the coming days. I

paused at the fence, watching him in silence as he moved among

the horses, stroking them to calm them, sneezing, coughing, then

stroking them again. He always showed far more consideration to

his horses than he did to his children. I suppose he would say

that the horses made him a living and the children were only an



annoyance and expense.  It was seldom that I had a chance to

watch him from this close without being seen and I studied him as

I would an alien beast like a bear or a buffalo, trying to gauge

its strangeness. He did not roar at his colts, the way he did in

the house but spoke in a voice almost inaudible, murmuring

nonsense, meaningless syllables, sounds rather than words, as if

he and the animals understood a language known only to them. It

was odd to watch.

He turned at last and saw me and the pacific set of his

features he shared with the colts dropped like a shroud and he

was once again among humans, uncomfortable and angry and as

determined to show his dominance as a stallion near a breeding

mare.

"Get a good look, did you, standing there like you got

nothing else to do in the world, got no chores, no little jobs to

get those idle hands busy?"

I refused to be drawn in. "Mother sent me with your lunch,"

I said cooly. "You’re my chore."

He snorted something like a laugh. "Think you’re quick,

don’t you, Miss? Quick and prickly as a thorn bush. Step anywhere

near you and get stuck."

He made his away across the paddock, still gentling the

colts with his hands as he walked through them. I gave him the

metal pail and water and turned to go. There was no need to stay

for conversation or idle chat. Father had none of either, only

insults and threats.

"Hold on," he said.



"What?"

"A word in your ear, Girl."

"What?"

He smirked, cherishing his surprise, refusing to get to the

matter, making me wait for whatever malice he had in store. Water

spilled from the corners of his mouth as he tipped his head and

drank like a man in the desert, great gulps that drained half of

the jar in seconds. Oddly, he was a finicky eater, eyeing his

food at dinner as if it might be poisoned, then nibbling at tiny

bits, chewing each bite so long before swallowing I wanted to

scream. Yet he ate a great deal, prolonging the meal forever as

no one was excused from the table until he had finished, wadded

the napkin I had washed and Mother ironed and dropped it on the

table then wiped his mouth with his sleeve in an atavistic

display of cleanliness, pushed his chair away and muttered

something unintelligible which Mother said was "good" although I

could never construe it that way, it was too out of character. If

Mother was right, he praised every meal she ever put before him.

But liquids he gulped down like a frog with an insect, even

steaming cups of tea, a habit he had brought with him from

England.

"That was good," he said with a sigh. "Did you spit in it,

give it a little flavor?"

Not that I hadn’t thought of it a hundred times.

I turned again to go.

"Hold on, I said. You’re going to want to hear this."

I stood and watched the water drip off his chin and fall



onto his neck after filtering through his beard like rain

trickling off a mossy rock.

"You’re going to college," he said. "Your mother wants it."

I couldn’t have been more shocked if he had risen off the

ground and hovered there like an angel. I know no woman who has

been to college. I don’t think I have ever even heard of a woman

who has been to college. Certainly not from here, certainly not

from a farm, certainly not from my family. Even Miss Jones had

not been to...It was such an unlikely event that even though I

may have wistfully fantasized it, I had never mentioned it to

anyone, not even Mother. Maybe to Charlie, maybe once when he

exclaimed at some small poem I had written. But even then it may

have been Charlie who brought it up, not I. It would have made me

seem as brazen as Joan of Arc donning armor and demanding

soldiers from the Dauphin.

Father seemed pleased by my consternation.

"Didn’t see that coming, did you?"

"What do you mean, go to college?"

"Your mother’s idea. Get you out of the devil’s clutches. I

told her if the devil clutched you he’d get an unhappy surprise.

He’d get more than he bargained for with you, my girl."

"What are you talking about?"

"Keeping you a heifer a little longer."

He seemed to have lost his mind, but was taking some delight

in it.

I shook my head and started to walk away. 

"You’re leaving in two weeks," he said.



"I’m not enjoying this joke."

"Paper work’s all done. They accepted you quick as a jiffy."

"Who accepted me?"

"Those people up in Lincoln. The University of Nebraska."

I felt the sudden need to sit down or lean against the

fence.

"Two weeks will be just enough for you to help me with the

castrating before you go."

"Charlie..."

"Your brother doesn’t take to nutting, makes him swoon," he

said, grinning evilly. "Can’t see why." Then he chuckled at

himself, feeling sly. "Doesn’t trouble you, though, does it?"

"Did Charlie say something about college?"

"Not to me. Who knows what he talks about with your mother?"

"They wouldn’t talk about this without telling me," I said,

wondering for the first time if it were true.

"Don’t be so innocent, Child. Those two got secrets on top

of secrets, things they aren’t ever going to tell you, you aren’t

part of their little knot, they’re tight as a knuckle and they

don’t trust you any more than they trust me, we’re both too

smart. She stole him from me, you know. Snatched him away like a

thief the day he was born, kept him tied to her apron tight as a

clutch purse. My son and she snatched him."

"You don’t know what you’re talking about."

"I don’t, huh? I know a good deal more than you think. Know

a good deal more than you do about everything, come to that. I

had a little palaver with Doc Sawbones. There’s a doozy. I



wouldn’t trust that man to lance a boil on my keester."

"You’re lying, you’re just lying!"

"See, you know I don’t lie. Got no need to lie because I got

nothing to hide. I met with the man, told him in no uncertain

terms to go peddle his wares elsewhere. Told him what would

happen if he didn’t." A self-satisfied smirk so evil I thought

lightning might strike him on the spot. "He agreed with me right

quick. Peeled you off like a sticking plaster."

"You’re lying!"

"Shed you like a snake with its skin, just wriggled right

out. Never meant anything, he said. Just being friendly. Mostly

your idea, he said. Oh, he was innocent and much maligned, says

he. Couldn’t understand where I got the idea in the first place,

all a terrible misunderstanding."

"I don’t believe a word you’re saying."

"Your problem is, you know it’s true. And I’m sugar coating

it out of consideration for your gentle lady-like feelings, my

girl. The man sniveled, couldn’t get you out of his life fast

enough. Swore his intentions were noble, hell, swore he never had

any intentions in the first place."

"I hate you," I cried. "I hate you!"

"I’m not the one who got you into this mess," he said.

"There is no mess!"

"I’m just the one who’s getting you out of it."

"You’ve ruined my life."

"You’ll thank me one day, well, no, you probably won’t, you

have no sense of gratitude, so you’ll thank your mother, you’ll



thank your brother, doesn’t matter, I’ll know what you mean."

He may have gone on tormenting me but I was past hearing.

Rather than let him see me weep I turned and ran. 

"You’re welcome, Hazel," he taunted as I fled.

It was Charlie I needed, Charlie who had to wash away the

filth of Father’s lies. College was wonderful Balthough I couldn’t

believe it was true, not coming as it did from Father’s mouth

aloneBbut the suggestions about Ned were devastating. If there

was even a glimmer of truth to Father’s nasty boasting, my life

was ruined.

Charlie would tell me the truth, he would reassure me that

there was no conspiracy between Mother and himself, no secrets

kept from me. I could yell at Charlie, I could intimidate him

into telling all; there was no way in which I could do anything

untoward to Mother, but Charlie was my brother, my equal, and I

could twist him anyway I needed to.

He was not in the house and Mother looked at me with

puzzlement as I tore in through one door and out the other. He

was not in the stables and I could see him nowhere in the pasture

or fields, most of which were visible from where I stood.

Exhausted from my run and overwrought by the emotional turmoil

stirred and whipped and lashed at me by Father, I even checked

the privy.

I turned finally to the barn.

I entered to the usual whir of doves startled from their

perches that would exit and circle about outside in confusion for

a few minutes before returning to their roosts on the rafters.



The interior of the building was dark and at first all but

impenetrable as my eyes adjusted from being in the bright

sunlight. I was aware that something was different in a space

that I was as familiar with as my own bedroom, but I could not

see clearly enough to identify it.

I called Charlie’s name although it was obvious by the

silence that there was nothing alive in the barn except the

ineradicable rodents and the one-eyed cat that had wandered in

one day and made its home high in the hay loft. A presumptive

ratter without proof of competence.

Slowly the gloom became brighter and I could see the

familiar shapes of tools and implements, the stripped tree trunks

that served as columns, smooth and worn where the animals could

get at the bark then shaggy as a beggar’s coat higher up when

they reached the rough-hewn rafters. 

And then the horror. Hanging from a rope was Charlie, my

beloved brother, dangling like a weight on a plumb line, his feet

off the floor, his face grotesque with the rictus of death.

I gasped, but I did not scream. I thought I would burst with

the effort of repression, but I did not scream. Powered by a

futile hope that he might be still alive I staggered towards his

body but a touch of his leg told me I was too late, much too

late. 

Things came to me in jagged awareness as I struggled to

understand. The stench of feces and semen that emanated from

Charlie’s body. The merciless length of cord around his neck. The

wide-eyed stare as if he were looking into the abyss of the



unknown, the twist of his lips that revealed his teeth in a snarl

of fear, dread, anger, disgust?

For the longest time I didn’t allow myself to puzzle his

reasons for doing this. I knew in vaguest outline of his

unhappiness, that he seemed to take little joy from anything but

me and Mother, and for the moment that was explanation enough for

I had work to do right away.

I took his body down myself, I couldn’t allow Mother to see

her beloved son like this, dangling like a puppet, strung up like

the carcass of a beast to be butchered, the rawness of his hands

when he had changed his mind and tried to climb the cruel, cruel

hemp.

But the worst, the hardest of all, were the bales of hay. He

had stacked one atop another and then kicked the topmost out from

under him, leaving his desperate feet to claw the air in search

of purchase. The planning, the minutes, hours--years?--that led

up to this jury-rigged scaffold. Oh, Charlie, what anguish must

you have felt?

I re-stacked the treacherous bales and added another then

stood atop them as I unloosed the noose from his neck. His full

weight fell upon my shoulder, totally limp, reeking, and I

slipped. We tumbled together and Charlie’s body came down upon my

own in a collapse but poorly cushioned by loose hay. He was truly

dead weight and heavy and at first I wasn’t certain I could shift

him. Stifling the urge to call out for help, I finally managed to

squirm out from under, feeling that I had somehow escaped the

clutches of death myself. That a body I had tussled with and



cuddled and loved all my life, that this body that had cradled me

when I was an infant, comforted me when I was sad, embraced me in

my triumphs, that this body that was almost all I had ever known

of real friendship should now be an object of my revulsion...I 

couldn’t let myself think of it.

I cleaned his trousers at the horse trough pump, elbowing

away the horses that came from long habit to nuzzle my hands and

pockets for sugar and carrots, then replaced the trousers, turned

up his collar to hide the redness on his neck and swivelled his

hands palm down so that Mother would not see the evidence of how

desperately he fought for life. She would see all of this

eventually, I knew, but if I could provide her with any bit of

comfort at her first shock, I needed to do it. The one-eyed cat

chose to rub itself against my leg as I stood over Charlie trying

to think of anything else I might do. The purr, the grand

indifference of the animal filled me with instant fury and I

kicked it away; and even as I did so I realized that Charlie

would have picked it up and petted it instead if the roles were

reversed.

Then as I went to the house to tell Mother her son was dead

I had the most unworthy thought...How could he have done this to

Mother and me? 

********

Mother’s grief was hard to look at, hard to bear. A great

pall descended over her whole being as if the shroud with which

we covered Charlie’s face had fallen over her as well. Her

features seemed to blur and her body subside into itself and her



movements for the next day were as slow and measured as if she

were walking behind the hearse even in our home. In the kitchen a

knife slipped and cut her finger but she only stood and stared

vacantly into space as blood dripped onto the floor until I took

charge of her injury.  Worst of all was her silence. We have

always talked, chattered, as Father would have it, about anything

and everything all the time. Now words seemed solid and heavy in

her mouth and she had to clear her throat before any speech could

limp forth. I wanted to talk, I needed to talk about why, why,

why but I could see that it only pained her further so I stopped

and entered the same realm of silence. Mostly I wanted to talk to

Charlie.

Father made a spectacle of himself, trying to steal our

sorrow. He took to his room and did not come out for two days,

but he was having nothing of silence. I could hear him wailing

throughout the day until it reached the point where I had to

leave the house to keep from screaming at him myself.

"My boy, my only son, my boy, my boy!"

On and on, his cries barely muffled by closed doors. And the

sound of his weeping. It is awful to hear a grown man cry. It

would have been pitiful were it not so overdone.

Even Mother could not comfort him. She went into the room

time and again, trying to ply him with food or drink, and

returned each time with the offerings untouched. 

"This is your doing," I heard him yell. "You made him so

soft, you melted his spine!"

Mother’s soft murmur, then more of his asinine, cruel



accusations. "You stole him, my only son. You kept him from me,

you sucked the strength out of him."

Even in his surprising bereavement he was pitiless and

hateful.

When I tried to sympathize with Mother she made a shushing

sound and stroked my hand.

"He grieves, Hattie. He grieves."

"He’s yelling at you."

"We all grieve in our own way. And we do it alone."

"Why is he making such an unholy row? He has no right. He

was as mean to Charlie as he could be."

Mother gave me a startled look, then shook her head.

"He loved him, Child," she said. "He loved all of you."

On the second day she went on her regular rounds to visit

the sick.

"They suffer too, Hattie," she said when I urged her to stay

at home.

"They’ll get by," I said. "We need you at home."

"Who can I comfort here? Your father’s past comfort."

"Me."

"You’re sad, darling, but not suffering. I think you have a

core of iron and nothing can break it. You will never sorrow as

others do."

I did not comprehend her remark. She looked at me for a long

moment and I could see that she was suddenly sad in a different

way, sad for me.

"You can be hurt, but you’ll never be crushed the way your



father is. The way I am."

"I don’t understand," I said, for I didn’t, but I knew that

she was saying something immensely cruel about me. It was the

sorrow that made her say it, of course.

"It’s the way you are," she said.

She left me alone in the house with Father as she went to

help others. It helped her as much as it did them, I knew that

much.

Father began his caterwauling again. I went outdoors and

walked halfway to the horses before I stopped and screamed.

CHAPTER 4

1906

ANDREW SCHRAG

Professor Cassidy has come into my office, burbling,

babbling, happy as a brook as usual. I have no great talent for

that sort of effervescence, my spirits are generally too stolid

to elevate much above satisfaction, but I often admire happiness

when I am in its presence, yielding, if only slightly, to its

contagion as if the bubbles of a sparkling wine had risen to my

nose. If it’s true that still waters run deep I fear that I could

find the sandy bottom of Cassidy’s stream with one erect finger

and emerge with a knuckle to spare, but he often proves an

antidote for my darker moods and for that I am grateful.

"Gut tag, Herr Professor Doktor Schrag, wie gehts?" he says

in what he thinks is Deutsch.



"Doktor Professor," I correct him, a correction often

applied and never yet to stick. "Et bonjour, Monsieur Professor

Cassidy. Comment ca va, aujourd’hui?"

"Le printemps, Andrew! Le printemps!"

Cassidy comes by his French courtesy of a grandmother

Boudreaux who was cast by a whimsical fate amongst the Irish like

a hen into a foxes’ den. His grammar is correct but his accent

sounds like a Crow, be that the tribal or the avian I hesitate to

say, since I speak neither. I would probably fare no better were

I to essay speaking in Esquimaux, but then I don’t teach that

language at a university level. No great matter, I suppose, since

it’s doubtful that many University of Nebraska students will ever

encounter a living Frenchman to baffle with their American

gargles of Gallic vowels; and Cassidy is loved by his students, I

am toldBrepeatedly--by Cassidy himself. I suspect that I speak

French better than Cassidy, but as he is my friend I choose not

to test the proposition. Certainly I am more widely read in the

French canon. Cassidy, on the other hand, is far my superior in

the knowledge and use of American slang, a deficit visited upon

me by my Mennonite upbringing. When I might have been learning

the argot, I was mastering English via textbooks, consequently I

am sometimes momentarily baffled by Cassidy’s vocabulary Bbut I

catch up soon enough.

"Lord, what a day. Spring has sprung, Andrew, "and all the

drear hibernal clouds are now o’ershot with Phoebus’ fulsome

shards of gold."

"If you insist."



"I do, I do."

"And what brings you on your merry way to my darksome hovel,

other than a report on the weather?"

"I mean to have you out of this hovel and into the sun. You

practically live here like a troll under your desk, doing god

knows what. This is your home away from home...do you actually

have a home? It can’t take you all day and half the night to

correct exams and...and what? What else is there?"

"I prepare my lectures and I study."

"Study? You’re already the most educated man I know. Sure,

you’ve got as many degrees as buttons on your coat."

A typical bit of flattery from Cassidy. Or sheer blarney, as

he might word it. I have a baccalaureate degree in the Arts and

Sciences, a Master’s degree in German and another in Philosophy,

and a Doctorate in German. That is four academic degrees. I have

six buttons on my coat although I realize he spoke in metaphor.

"There is much to learn in life, mon ami," I said.

"And you mean to know it all, I gather."

"In due course. Knowledge is acquired easily enough with

application."

"And some of that knowledge, the happiest part, lies in the

study of people. Specifically female people. I refer, Andrew, to

women."

"I understood the reference, thank you."

"Ah, but do you understand the subject?"

"Does anyone?"

"Some of us are applying ourselves. There is a faculty tea



today...You groan, you withdraw, you squirm uncomfortably."

"I do none of that."

"Where is that Teutonic stoicism, mein Herr? Where is the

silent valor that did not cry out even as the fox cub gnawed him

beneath his toga?"

"The lad was a Lacedaemonian, not a Teuton."

"I thought he was a Spartan."

"The same."

"How do you know these things, Andrew? It’s very annoying."

"Study. In this case, first form Latin."

"I was asleep most of that year."

"And thus..."

"That was the year I learned how to whistle using my

fingers, much more beneficial than the news from Sparta."

"You are hopeless, my friend."

"But not without hope, Andrew. This faculty tea may be the

very one for which we have waited, hoped, and dreamed."

"I wish you well at it. I’ll be elsewhere."

"Politics, Professor. You have to play the political game to

get ahead in academia, surely you know that by now."

"I lack your French flair for flattery. The German language

stirs the mind, the French tickles the fancy."

"You don’t think I acquired my position as associate

professor through academic excellence alone, do you? One must

butter the drones on the rungs above you. That’s what makes the

slippery slope so slippery."

"Butter."



"And lard it on, says I. Do you not find Chancellor Avery an

insufferable fool?"

"A decent regard for authority, Professor Cassidy,..."

"And the good Professor Hempsmith, Dean of the Language

Department, your immediate captain and mine, is he not a toady

and lickspittle to his superiors and an incompetent buffoon to

his underlings?"

"I resist your characterizations, but continue."

"You resist them, or you do not endorse them?"

"I stand corrected. I do not endorse them. The gentlemen you

name are...the gentlemen you name."

Cassidy laughed and I was pleased to see that I was being

similarly humorous.

"You are a coward, Andrew."

"Nothing of the sort. I am circumspect and judicious in my

judgmentsBwhen judgment is called for. ‘Buffoon’, for instance,

is too strong an indictment."

"Just an ordinary fool?...No response?"

"Traditionally, silence is taken as consent."

He laughed again. 

"All right, Hempsmith is an ordinary fool. An elevation in

rank, but I’ll accept it out of deference to your superior

intellect. My point is, how did those two minor figures manage to

climb the greasy pole? Not by ability, surely."

"If I follow your thinking, they climbed the greasy pole by

applying still more soft soap--as you intend to do at today’s

tea. Your metaphor is imperfect."



"Fight fire with fire, Andrew. Politics is about the liberal

application of butter to the proper ego at the proper time. Being

brighter than everyone else is not the way to go about it. Some

lesser mortals resent it."

"But not you."

"I am a humble man, a mediocre scholar and poorly qualified

for my post. And yet...I pause for you to interject denials and

redeeming flattery...You see, Andrew, that’s where you fail to

understand the game. I say I’m no good and then you say, or

should say, yes you are, you’re crackerjack."

"You are crackerjack, Cassidy."

"Too late, I shouldn’t have to instruct you in the niceties

of buttery, but knowing you you’re probably thinking deep

thoughts about something else, anyway."

"I haven’t had a thought in my head since you entered my

office. Like a refreshing breeze you wafted all cares and

cogitation from my mind...How’s that for butter?"

"Probably insulting, but at least you tried...So, thus armed

with your new skill, come with me to the tea. You will be bored

to your socks, but you can watch me simultaneously comb the nits

from the hair of my superiors and woo the new woman on the

faculty. After each sally into the mob I shall return to you and

calm myself with your stolidity as you stand there, immobile,

disapproving, viewing the proceedings with the obelisk eye."

"Basilisk eye," I corrected.

"Just testing you. Wanted to make sure you were paying

attention."



"Rapt."

"Like a mummy," he said, obviously understanding me to have

used the homonym. "The problem is you lack animation, Andrew. I

can’t tell if things I say sink in or just bounce off of you. Try

wriggling your fingers at me now and then to indicate a sign of

life."

I humored him and wiggled my fingers.

"Clumsy, but effective," he said.

We insult each other lightly with both understatement and

hyperbole. It seems the way men communicate. He calls it joshing, 

an apparent bastardization of jesting. I take no offense.

"You mentioned a woman on the faculty," I said.

"Aha! There is life in the old boy yet."

"I was not aware..."

"English department, adjunct professor. A newly minted

doctor, I believe. No experience, but she can practice on me."

"Really, Cassidy," I said, disapprovingly.

"She’s plain as a post, so I hear. Her face looks as if the

cattle have been using it as an itching post for their

posteriors."

I admired the pun of itching/hitching post so I didn’t point

out that one scratches an itch and thus it would more properly be

a scratching post. Nor did I approve of the disrespect for the

lady. But he was probably blithely unaware of both. 

"So, in summation, come to the faculty tea with me, Andrew,

my friend. I need your sobering influence else I do something

rash."



I think he delights more in being rash than restrained from

it, but he is my friend. I said I would don my best hair shirt

and accompany him. 

"‘Go not like a quarry-slave, scourged to his dungeon’," he

misquoted.

"Brilliant," I said.

"Wordsworth."

"William Cullen Bryant," I corrected. "I will attend the tea

to protect you from yourself."

I went to the tea.

********

The faculty tea was the usual gallimaufry of timorous

underlings and supercilious sovereigns milling about

purposelessly like so many sheep with Cassidy dancing lightly

over their backs, a leprechaun prancing through the brambles in

search of his pot of gold. Viewed from a fixed position, there is

a clockwise revolution over time to these affairs as the

suppliants press forward and the supplicated draw slowly away.

The great horological minuet is performed in Copernican ellipses

as the participants grind their way around the floor in steady

increments, pursuing and pursued, simultaneously spinning in

tight rotation like the great globe itself, each shift of weight

effectuating a few degrees of angular motion. Now I face the wall

and now I face the center, all the while still facing the person

I’m talking toB-or, drearily, listening toBin imitation of the

moon vis a vis the earth. I marked my starting position in the



grand revolution and noted periodically how far I had strayed,

impelled by my conversant. I had gone through a quarter turn when

Cassidy returned from a foray with a wink as if he had just

performed some devilment of which I was a party. He transverses

our stodgy planetary system like a comet, obeying laws of motion

known only to him. The man is so invariably good-natured that it

is impossible for me to disapprove of any mischief he gets up to.

How he can be so complimentary to men he does not admire is a

mystery, but, I suppose, an indispensable part of his charm.

I saw him across the room talking to one of the few women

present and from the distance I could tell that she was young,

but very little else as her back was turned to me. They were

laughing, at least Cassidy was laughing, doubtless at something

he himself had said. She lifted her head the way a horse may do

when whinnying, a form of silent laughter with humans, an

indication of mirth rather than a vocalization, as if good

spirits had caused a physical reaction that decorum had reined

in. 

Cassidy gestured in my direction and she turned to look. I

was standing uncomfortably next to Professor Emeritus Eamons, a

supposed expert in Demotic Greek but too deaf for me to test him.

One has the options of conducting a conversation in sign language

like two Indians on the trail or bellowing directly into his ear

as if attempting to wake the dead. This does not stop him from

speaking, unfortunately, so I nod occasionally as if in agreement

and count the minutes until I can gracefully leave.

Cassidy was at my side again, grinning like Mr. Dodgson’s



Cheshire cat, as he somehow dislodged me from Eamon’s side and,

taking my arm, led me across the floor.

"She’s a perfect match for you," he said. "Face as

foreboding as an open grave, but so smart she scares me. Just

your meat."

"I am not in the market for meat."

"Yes you are, of course you are. We all are. Marry her and

have terrifyingly brilliant children."

"My dear Cassidy..." But then we were there, and there she

was and I realized that Cassidy had been rather kind in his

description.

She had the very shyest of smiles and teeth like a shattered

picket fence, but when she spoke, which she did at first with

reluctance and then with growing confidence, the aspects of her

aspect diminished in importance for she was every bit as

intelligent as Cassidy reported.

I am not socially inept, as it amuses Cassidy to think, I

have the requisite charms and graces. I can prance and pirouette

in conversation, albeit perhaps at times too lengthily, when

required; I often choose not to. With her I felt no need to

display my footwork as I was almost instantly at ease in her

presence.

"Your friend Professor Cassidy is most cordial," she said

after the introduction. I turned and saw that Cassidy had

disappeared and, again like the Cheshire cat, had left only the

ghost of his smile lingering in the air.

"Ah, yes, Cassidy, as light and shiny as a soap bubble and



equally ephemeral."

Having abandoned my good friend as abruptly as he had me I

began by asking a few polite questions about her doctoral

dissertation, which she defended adroitly and seemed pleased with

my interest.

I liked her almost immediately and we had a long

conversation, not only about her subject, English literature, but

mine, German literature, which she knew more than passingly well,

and her command of the German language Bwe dipped into and out of

both our native tongues like children immersing our feet in a

shallow pondBwas classical and almost without accent.

I found her exegesis of Schiller’s Die Räuber, which I have

often thought tendentious and over-rated, particularly

noteworthy. In turn, I took a slice out of Wordsworth which she

received in good stead although I think I saw her wince at the

sagacity of my thrust. Kindred spirits may disagree without

discord.

    I left her side reluctantly when someone else arrived to

claim her attention, vowing to myself that I would see Miss

Adjunct Professor Ruth O’Dell again soon, if not sooner.

"Did I tell you?" Cassidy demanded. "The woman has a face

that calls for a horse collar."

For once I found Cassidy’s casual effrontery more than a

little annoying.

********

Chapter 5



Harriet Graves

Ruth has implored me to accompany her to her get-together

with Professor Schrag. Not just as a chaperone, but as a relief

and a distraction. He does not converse, she says; he

interrogates as a means of combat. The meeting will be a contest

she does not seek, she says. According to Ruth, he is as dogged

as a sow after a truffle and he won’t quit until he has arrived

at a concession of defeat. She hopes that I can divert him in

some way when matters get too heated. It’s not that she’s afraid

of his intellectBRuth is as bright as a polished mirror in the

sunBbut simply the overwhelming essence of him.

"Like a bull about to launch a full frontal assault," she

says. "First, there’s his physical presence, he’s not tall but

rather massive, like a bear stuffed into a barrel. Tame he may

be, but I half expect the staves to burst at any moment."

I laughed at the image. Ruth is as sweet and mild as fresh

milk but she does flash a wicked sense of humor at times. "I

believe he thinks verbal sparring is good, clean fun, but I don’t

find it diverting to constantly parry his thrusts."

"Maybe you should go on the offensive," I suggested. "Attack

him."

"Oh, Harriet, you know I wouldn’t do that."

"Give a man a good slap across his intelligence and you’ll

be amazed how cowed he’ll be."

"Do you know, I think he’d only take it as encouragement. He

really is remarkably knowledgeable and I don’t think he means ill



by his manner. He just doesn’t know any better."

"Or maybe he expects everyone else to be like him," I said.

"Do come with me, Harriet. No one could ever bully you. And

you might find him interesting. Just as a specimen."

"I’ve met overbearing men before," I said.

She smiled. "Should I pity them?"

"Do not waste a moment’s sympathy on him," I said. "He

deserves none."

"Are you speaking of Professor Schrag."

"I meant generally. Of that type of man. I will be happy to

beard that dragon for you, Ruth."

"Oh, no, he’s no dragon, Harriet. I’ve painted him too dark.

He’s rather sweet, I think, and maybe kindly, but he can’t seem

to get out of his own way, in my company, at least. He might

relax if you’re there, too. The thing is, he’s genuinely

interested in what one thinks, on any topic, but he can’t bring

himself to agree. Build a wall of reason, no matter how strong,

and he’ll continue to try to find a chink within it. He’s

relentless...But I do like him."

"You just don’t want to be alone with him."

"Exactly."

"And what of this Cassidy?"

"Ah, different all together. Say the sky is a fine paisley

green and he’ll agree, and embellish on the conceit. Most

obliging. Shallow as a saucer, I’m afraid, but very good-natured.

His unflagging cheerfulness may come from delight with himself,

of course."



I laughed again. I do love Ruth, she sees the truth of

everyone, no matter their disguise.

"I suspect he could become rather wicked, given half a

chance," she continued.

"And Professor Schrag? Potentially wicked as well?"

"I don’t think he would know how," Ruth said.

********

The third of our odd meetings with Professor Schrag, or

Doctor Professor Schrag as he seems to prefer, and plain

Professor Cassidy. A pattern has developed; I wonder if I’m the

only one who has noticed. The men put together a sort of picnic

luncheon in a typically male slapdash way and we sit and dine on

an old horse blanket they have acquired somewhere, if not

immediately off the horse’s back. The men offer apologies about

the rough and ready nature of their provisions, clearly trying to

induce Ruth and me into taking responsibility for future outings.

We smile and say everything is fine with us, acting as if we’re

too stupid to pick up on their clumsy hints, in accordance with

our prior agreement not to volunteer to be their cooks,

waitresses, mothers or sisters. Ruth is tempted to succumb, if

only to replace the odiferous blanket, but I strengthen her

backbone. That way servitude lies. These "picnics" are their

idea, let them tend to them, I say. Left to our own devices we

wouldn’t be having this regular congress with these men at all. I

am there to support Ruth and Ruth is there because she is too

kindly to refuse.

Surprisingly, the invitations come from Professor Schrag who



would seem to be the least equipped for social contact of anyone

I know. Cassidy, or Sean as he insists we call him Bneither of us

have yet done soBis, like me, there to make a fourth as if we

were all gathered for a game of whist. Schrag can not hide his

interest in Ruth, he focuses on her like a spider on an insect

enmeshed in his web, chattering the while, if chattering can be

said to describe his monologues. But Ruth is not in his web. She

reacts to him as if he were a large, shaggy mastiff that has

suddenly appeared in her path and she uncertain of its

intentions. Her posture is one of someone not comfortable around

animals, leaning backwards with her body while tentatively

offering a hand to sniff. Now and again she gives a

conversational pat on his head as if hoping that will suffice and

he will go away but still there he stands, staring at her, stiff

legged. If Ruth knew more about dogs, or men, she would note that

his tail is wagging.

I am generally ignored by both men as if I were a dunce in

the schoolroom corner. Although I am a lowly candidate for a

Masters Degree in English, an academic inferior to these

assembled doctors, I am not the disposable quantity they seem to

think. I, too, know my subject; I, too, can converse, given the

chance. Ruth turns to me periodically, panic in her eyes, to ask

my opinionBI admit to being tempted to let her flounder on alone

rather than be the straw at which the drowning woman grasps, but

I know my function there and try to help Bbut Schrag invariably

swivels his head to me like an owl looking over its shoulder at

some mild disturbance on the hunt and regards me, unblinking,



unresponsive, until he can focus again on Ruth. He is not

dismissive of me, he is far too courtly for that, just not

interested. Oh, Cassidy dutifully puts in the required amount of

time nattering away in my direction before nattering away toward

Schrag and Ruth, but there is nothing in it. In truth both of us

seem to be fascinated by the spectacle of the lumbering Schrag

and the genteelly recoiling Ruth.

This time after the ordeal was over and Ruth and I were

alone in the boarding house where we have rooms she confessed

that she found Cassidy agreeable. Cassidy? Agreeable? A butterfly

that lands on your outstretched hand is agreeable, even

beautiful, but gone in an instant. The slightest movement, the

breath of a passing zephyr, and it’s away, seeking a more

rewarding flower. 

I said as much to Ruth. 

"Heaven help me, Harriet. I find I like the grasshopper,  I

like his carefree foolishness. Seriousness is fatiguing."

"Ruth, I know the type of man. He’s not to be trusted."

"I merely said I find him agreeable company, Harriet," she

said, an unaccustomed iron in her tone. "I know my limitations."

"You have no limitations, Ruth."

"Please. I have mirrors. I have my history."

"You have the soul of a saint and the mind of genius," I

said, gilding the lily only slightly. I really do think she is an

exceptional woman.

"I know you are not as naive as you pretend," she said. "Nor

as blind."



I waited a few moments for the sudden eruption of bitterness

to drain from her voice.

"Professor Schrag is quite taken with you," I said, as

conciliatorily as possible.

"Heaven forbid. To be taken by Herr Doktor Professor

Schrag." She shivered. "Are you being intentionally cruel,

Hattie? He is as unfit in manner as I am in form. Is that what

you wish for me, a life with Professor Schrag? Or do you think I

should be grateful for anything I can get?"

I had never seen her so upset, or bitter, or self-pitying. I

didn’t know how to respond.

"Ruth, I don’t know why you would say that. Why do you think

I would ever wish anything but the best for you?"

"Cassidy isn’t enough for you, you would have me suffer as

well?"

"Cassidy? What are you talking about, I don’t have Cassidy,

nor do I want him. Why would you say such a thing?"

"He never speaks to me without mentioning you."

"Tosh."

"It is not tosh. When he speaks to me he speaks of you."

"You exaggerate, surely. What could he possibly have to say

about me? We scarcely know each other."

"Don’t be coy, Harriet. It doesn’t suit you."

"Ruth, Ruth, what is this? I truly don’t understand what’s

going on. We’re such good friends, I admire you, I depend on your

counsel and support, I would do nothing against your wishes,



ever." And yet I wondered, was she right? She was such a good

judge of character, was there something meaningful in the

fluttering gloss of Cassidy’s flattery?

And then the telegram arrived, right then, like lightning

from a cloudless sky. I read it and fell into my chair. 

"Mother sick. Come home."

********

Billy Ransom met me at the train, driving Father’s Dan and

trap.

"Your father picked up your sister at yesterday’s train," he

said. "She came in from Omaha."

"I know where she lives," I said.

"She says she has a job in the stockyard. Doing billing, she

says."

"Do you not believe her?"

"Sure, why shouldn’t I?"

Of course Father had taken the trouble to fetch Esther and

shunted me off to Billy Ransom. The two allies, close enough to

share fleas.

"How’s my mother?"

"I don’t really know, except she’s poorly. The doc was with

her when I picked up Dan and the trap."

"The doc?"

"The new doc. Well, he’s not really new anymore, is he? Old

doc Rimer retired while you were at school up there in Lincoln.

Doc Beckerlein has been the only doc for a couple years now."

"What do you mean, poorly? What’s wrong with her?" I would



speak of Doctor Beckerlein when I was calm enough to do so, not

to a numbskull like Billy. 

"Don’t know. Must be bad if your dad is yanking you two

girls home."

"Neither of us is a girl anymore."

"Well, pardon me, Miss Hazel Graves. Thought you were. Now

it turns out you’re what? A fella?"

"I’m a woman, Billy. And you’re a dolt."

"Yes, I am. Have been for several years."

"I didn’t say ‘adult’."

"Sure did."

We rode the rest of the way in silence, or rather I was

silent. Billy kept trying to engage me in conversation, talking

about taking over the farm from his father, becoming a man of

substance, etc., in a steady drip of drivel. He would pause after

each empty boast and wait to be admired, then offer another

dollop of prideful bombast, clearly undeterred by my lack of

response. 

I was trying desperately to concentrate on Dan’s backside

and think of nothing. I knew that speculating about either

Mother’s illness or Ned’s presence at her side would only drive

me crazy until I had real information to deal with.

When our house was finally in view he said something that

penetrated my willed defense and startled me.

"Your hair’s pretty," he said. The remark was so out of

character, so stumblingly awkward in his mouth, I could scarcely

credit that it had come from my decade-long tormenter. He might



have said that he, too, was working for his Masters Degree and

not have set me back any more. 

I looked directly at him for the first time in the long,

tedious ride. His eyes flickered towards me then shyly away. If

he blushed it was hard to detect under his sun-weathered skin.

"Yours looks much the same," I managed as I jumped down off

the trap and hurried towards the house. It was not my cleverest

retort, but considering my target, it undoubtedly passed for wit.

"I’ll put Dan up before I go," he said, as if I had not

spoken.

If there was more, I didn’t hear it as I ran onto the porch

and into the house. I entered, breathless, to find Father and

Esther and Ned in the parlor.

Father sprang to his feet as if an armed enemy had burst

through the door. His face was ashen and his features seemed

etiolated like a plant deprived of sunlight.  For the first time

he looked old; I had thought that the vinegar in his soul would

have preserved him forever from age. I studied him for a moment

before taking in Esther who regarded me with her customary sneer.

"Well, well, look who showed up. What took you so long,

Princess?"

I gave her the look she deserved then turned towards Ned who

came slowly to his feet. His smile was sad, but welcoming, and he

was as beautiful as I remembered him.

"Miss Graves," he said, inclining his head while keeping his

eyes on mine.

"Doctor," I replied, managing some sort of nod/curtsy, an



uncommitted, bumbling gesture that must have looked as awkward as

I felt.

Father raised his arms very haltingly until he was in the

sort of Christ-like pose I had seen in many a book of Jesus

preaching to his followers. The image was wrong, however. It was

the posture of the Messiah suffering the little children to come

unto him. I thought for a moment he must have gone mad.

"Well? Embrace your father," Esther commanded. 

I was no longer a child to be ordered about, and certainly

not by Esther. The thought of stepping into my father’s arms

struck me as grotesquely hypocritical. 

"You embrace him, if you’re so keen on it," I said.

"You ungrateful snot-nosed whelp," she said. Her vocabulary

had not been expanded by her job in the stock-yards.

Father dropped his arms and his face resumed its normal

expression of disdain.

"Well," he said. He glanced at Esther who looked so

indignant I thought her eyes might pop out. "There you have it."

He sat.

"What’s wrong with Mother," I asked, addressing myself

directly to Ned. "How is she?"

********

He said it was a growth in her abdomen. He said he could

palpate it and it was large. I know it to be the cancer, but

whether out of concern for me or perhaps general reluctance to

use that horrid word to patients or their families, he refuses to

state the truth and continues to call it a "growth". 



He said she is in pain but that she is very brave and

stoical. The lack of stoicism, which he merely hinted at, is

present in the parlor where my father is demanding treatment that

doesn’t exist, at least not for hundreds of miles. Perhaps in

Chicago they could perform an operation. Perhaps. But Ned says

the trip would be intolerably cruel and painful with very little

likelihood of success. 

I wanted to ask him a thousand questions, but more

pressingly I wanted to see my mother. He warned me, or tried to

warn me, but nonetheless I was not prepared for what I saw. The

odor of the sickroom shocked me even before my eyes adjusted to

the gloom. My mother, my wonderful, beautiful mother looked like

Death itself, her face as white as chalk, her features contorted

by pain. Her entire appearance was a silent scream for succor.

Her eyes were closed and I stood for a moment looking down

at her, struggling not to cry, grateful that she slept so that I

would have a chance to master my emotions before she saw me. But

her eyes were closed by her struggle against the pain, not in

sleep, and she sensed my presence immediately.

"Hattie?" she murmured. "Is that my Hattie?"

"I’m here, Mother," I said. I knelt beside the bed and took

her hand in mine, alarmed to see how dreadfully wasted it was.

Her body was not merely old but drained of life as if a

skeleton’s limbs had been hastily covered with ill-fitting skin

for some temporary charade for the benefit of others.

Her lids fluttered and seemed to open with effort, but when

she looked at me she smiled. She never smiled fully again, as if



the pain were simply too heavy for her muscles to overcome.

"Oh, Mother, how are you?"

"I’m alright," she lied. "How are you, darling. How is

school? Was the trip difficult?"

Concern for me, for whatever inconvenience the trip caused

me, and none for herself. It was too much for me and I cried

aloud and threw myself across her body. She groaned with the pain

I caused her and I recoiled immediately. 

"Oh, god, I’ve hurt you."

"It’s all right, Hattie, it’s all right."

She patted my head then stroked my hair as tears streaked

uncontrollably down my face.

"What a luxury of hair you’ve always had," she said.

"What can I do for you, Mother? How can I help you?"

"The doctor is doing all he can," she said, then she glanced

at the door as if expecting to see him there. She gestured me

closer with a finger and as I leaned in she whispered, "He really

is most handsome...but I’m not sure I trust him."

"Why not?"

"A man should not look that good," she said with a giggle, a

sudden pixie flashing through her pain.

"Every man should look that good," I replied.

"Have you met a man yet?" she asked.

After thinking for a moment about the incongruity of the

subject in her situation I said, "I have met two."

"Tell me about them."

"One is very intelligent. Possibly brilliant. The other is



very charming, definitely not brilliant."

"Do you favor either one?"

"I’m not sure I’ll ever favor a man," I said.

"Oh, Hattie, I would not want that for you. You must marry.

I can’t bear to think of you being always alone."

"I would rather be alone than with a man I can’t abide," I

said.

She studied my face for a moment. "You are wrong, my child.

To be alone is the worst thing imaginable. And you will have

children. How would I ever have gotten by without you?"

I felt my tears welling up again.

"How would I ever have gotten by without you?" I asked.

"Hattie, you could have been raised by wolves and gotten by

just fine. You are made of steel. You can survive anything."

Although she meant it well I could not fail to notice that

the remark was two-edged. Did she think I was impervious to

emotion even as I sat weeping at her side?

"You will always do what needs to be done," she said, "and

you will bear what must be borne."

It wasn’t true, what she thought of me. I was not made of

iron or stone or steel. I could not bear what was happening to

her now.

When I left her side Ned was waiting and I fell into his

arms, sobbing like an injured child. I clung to him, willing him

to comfort me, to reassure me, about her, about himself, about

us, but I could only speak of Mother.

"What can we do for her?" I asked at last.



"We can try to make her comfortable," he said.

"There must be more."

He shook his head. "She is dying, Hattie. She will die. The

only question is how much she must suffer before she does."

And he showed me how to ease her. The dosage of laudanum

must be precise, he said. Not enough would do her no good. 

"Too much will kill her, Hattie. Too much will kill her."

I nodded. "I’ll be careful," I said.

"Too much will kill her. Do you understand me? Too much will

kill her."

He locked his eyes onto mine. I held the spoon in one hand,

the bottle in another and he gripped my wrists.

"It will kill her," he repeated.

"I understand," I said.

He started to smile until I added, "I will be careful." The

smile vanished and I had the sense that he was somehow

disappointed in me. He released my wrists and stepped away to

produce another bottle from his bag.

"Well, make sure she gets a dose whenever the pain is too

much for her. She knows she has to ask for it, it’s a question of

tolerance because she’s in some pain all the time...I don’t think

she’s been tended carefully enough by your father. Her pain is

intense almost every time I arrive. That shouldn’t be. It’s

unnecessary."

"My father has neglected her?" I asked. It was no surprise.

"Some people have trouble with the illness of a loved one,"

he said. "Your father is one of those."



"Loved one." I fairly spat the words. My father’s only loved

one was himself.

"You won’t have that trouble, Hattie."

I couldn’t believe he said it. Had I not just dissolved in

his arms in grief? Was I not ‘troubled’ by my mother’s dreadful

state?

"You have the strength to deal with it," he continued. "You

will be able to do what must be done."

I hated hearing that, again and again. Why did people think

that of me?

He left us in the parlor having bid Father and Esther

goodbye. 

"Don’t go," I begged him. "Stay for supper with us. You need

to eat, you need to take care of yourself."

"His wife can deal with that." I heard Father say that as if

his voice came from another world. "It’s her job, not yours."

I was staggered by the awareness that he was married and was

forced to take Ned’s arm to keep from falling.

"Didn’t know that, did you?" Esther gloated. How it must

have delighted the two of them to see my distress.

"No, no one told me," I said, imploring Ned to say it wasn’t

true.

"Jane Kunkel," he said softly.

Jane, Jane, did I even know her? My head was still swimming

with the shock my family had so happily dealt me. Jane Kunkel, a

pretty thing, quiet, short in stature, unimpressive. Did he love

her, how could he love her?



"I’ll be back tomorrow," said Ned.

"When?" Too desperate, too blatant.

"This time, end of the day."

He waited until I released his arm before departing.

So I had that, I would see him tomorrow, he could explain it

all then, he could deny it, he could...Jane, her father was a

clerk in the bank in Falls City. She was often at the community

affairs, younger than I by a year or two, an eager dancer. Ned

had danced with her when not with me, but Ned had danced with

many, wed and unwed, young and old. There was nothing special, I

had seen no spark between them.

My father and sister waited behind me as I looked out the

door at Ned driving his buggy away from the house. I could see

their smug smiles without looking. I put the awful news of Ned’s

marriage aside, to deal with later, and when I turned to face

them, I did so with fury.

"You neglected her!" I yelled. "You left her in there to

suffer alone!"

"I can’t," he said. "I can’t take it."

"You didn’t give her the medicine!"

He retreated within himself as if I had whipped him, and how

I wish I had.

"I sent Esther."

"Esther? What sort of comfort is Esther? You are her

husband."

"I can’t take the stench," he said. His hands flew to his

face as if the vile odor might attack him through his eyes. "It



stinks of death."

"You swine, you coward."

"Leave him alone," Esther said.

"I’ll do worse than that," I said. "I’ll leave him with

you."

********

I spent the next two days at Mother’s side. When she slept I

slept in the chair next to her bed. When she woke I was there

with her, talking softly, administering the laudanum in the

proper dose whenever she asked for it. I prepared her meals and

fed her what little she would eat. 

"I can barely taste it," she said.

"You need to eat to keep up your strength."

"Why?"

"You’ll starve yourself to death if you don’t eat."

"It would put an end to this," she said.

"You’ll defeat this, Mother."

"Oh, Hattie, don’t lie me to make me feel better. Even the

doctor doesn’t pretend anymore."

I excused myself and went outdoors for a moment to cry and

then compose myself. If I was to be her strength then I had to be

even stronger with myself for the weight of her plight was

bearing me down. At time I thought it might be easier to

experience her pain than to watch her suffer it, but of course I

realized that was not only foolish but self-aggrandizing.

I returned and poured the measured amount of the rust

colored medicine. A strong scent of the cinnamon they used to



make it more palatable rose up from the spoon. I had come to hate

the smell even though it did mask the stench of the room for a

moment. Father was right about the odor arising from Mother’s

body, it was ghastly and fear-inducing, but no excuse for his

behavior, a man who spent his life among manure.

But Mother breathed deeply as soon as I uncorked the bottle

and her face softened as if even the idea of the anodyne was

enough to relieve her. I wet her lips with a damp cloth to make

it easier for her to swallow then put the spoon to her mouth. She

sucked it dry then clamped her teeth on the metal as if trying to

get some pain-killer from the implement itself. When she relaxed,

I gently retrieved the spoon.

She grabbed my wrist.

"More," she said in husky voice.

"I can’t," I said.

"More."

Where she found the strength I could not say but I was

unable to pull my hand away. I was not willing to pry my dying

mother’s fingers off my wrist so I waited. She shook my arm.

"More. Please, Hattie."

"I can’t," I said.

"You can, Hattie. You can."

"Just a little. We must be careful."

"No need for careful. No need."

She released my wrist and I poured another half dose. She

took hold of my arm when the spoon reached her lips and gripped

with a nearly painful strength.



"More."

"That’s already too much," I pleaded.

"More."

Not trusting myself to speak, I shook my head.

"Please." She did not release me. "Please."

"I can’t."

"You’re the only one who can."

I lifted the bottle with my free hand and she released me. I

filled the spoon and gave it to her, then filled the spoon again.

My eyes were so filled with tears I could barely make out what I

was doing, but I could still see the immense relief on Mother’s

face.

When the bottle was empty she eased back onto her pillow and

smiled at me. It was the beatific smile of an angel.

"Thank you," she said in a voice so weak I had to lean in to

hear her.

"Oh, Mother," I cried. "Were you ever happy?"

"I was happy with you," she said. "I was happy with

Charlie...Esther was harder, she was the first...she was harder."

"I understand."

"I was happiest with Tru."

I thought she said ‘with you’. "You were happiest with me?"

"Truance."

"Who is Truance?"

"He died," she said.

I thought I must have misheard her. Happiest with Truance?

Who was that and why would she make such a statement? She must



have been entering delirium to say something so hurtful to me.

"Why did you marry Father? Why did you ever do that?"

"He needed me," she said.

"You didn’t love him," I declared. "You couldn’t have."

"It wasn’t necessary." She took my hand, this time gently.

"He gave me you."

I began to cry uncontrollably and she held onto my hand the

while. 

When I finally took a breath that didn’t make me shudder,

she said, "Don’t be unhappy. I’m not."

"How can I be happy without you?"

"Work," she said. I was surprised at the sudden power in her

voice, as if the notion of work itself, for itself, was enough to

revive her. "Work is the secret."

"But who will guide me, how will I know to be good without

your example?"

"There are only three important things," her voice already

fading. "To be sane, to be decent, to be kind."

To be sane, to be decent, to be kind. Was that my mother’s

final legacy to me, an admonition I did not think I could follow?

It was to be her parting benediction.

Soon after that she slipped away. There was no smile on her

face, but no pain, either, which was what she sought. I waited

until her breathing had stopped completely, a long vigil, as

dreadful in its own way as the two days I nursed her.  Just the

two of us, as it should have been, while she found her peace. I

didn’t summon the others, I didn’t want them to befoul her final



moments.

After removing the medicine bottle and spoon, after

rearranging the bedclothes, after drying my eyes and making sure

that I could speak without my voice cracking, I sought the

others. They were in the kitchen, eating. As if the world had not

come to an end. As if an angel had not left the earth. Eating.

"She has passed," I said formally as I passed through the

kitchen and out of the house. 

********

Father wailed at the funeral, wailed at the grave, wailed

back at home. A man without a shred of dignity. I think even

Esther was ashamed.

"I’ll leave in the morning," I informed him.

"You can’t leave me," he said. "You mustn’t leave me. I need

you."

"You have never needed me," I said. "You have Esther."

"Esther has a job, she must return to Omaha."

"I also have a job, Father. I’m getting my Masters Degree, I

must write my thesis."

"That’s school, you can postpone it."

"I can not, or I will not, it’s the same. Tell Esther to

leave the stockyards."

"Oh, child, don’t leave me, please don’t leave me, I needed

her so badly, she was my life, I don’t know what I’ll do."

"Who was Truance?" I asked.

"Who?"

"Who was Truance?"



"I don’t know," he said, shaking his head in ignorance.

"Why?"

"He was her life," I said.

I’m sure he didn’t understand what I told him, so involved

was he in his own self-pity.

"If you leave I’ll be alone. All alone. Have pity, Harriet.

Have pity on me."

There were a thousand things I could have said but I chose

to say nothing.

"If you leave, what will become of me?"

He slumped in his chair as if kneeling before me, a wretched

wreck of a man. He was pitiful to be sure, but he did not inspire

my pity.

"What will become of me?" he asked again.

"I fancy you can just rot."

Chapter 6 

Andrew Schrag

1910

I am spurned. I have done all I could and yet I’m spurned.

For months I pursued her with the patience of a turtle, the

honeyed tongue of the mockingbird, with a menagerie of determined

beasts and a bestiary of fantastical suitors; I have been protean

in the shapes and forms and wily guises I have displayed to

attract her, I have jumped through hoops real and imagined,

danced upon pointed toes, sung like a troubadour and assailed her



balcony with an athleticism that would render Romeo watery in

enthusiasm by comparison. Had she emulated Rapunzel and let down

a single lock, the merest strand of encouragement, I would have

ascended quick as a spider on his silver thread.

Or so I have performed in my mind. In reality I suppose that

I merely sat woodenly and talked to her, or more commonly of

late, talked at her. And now I can no longer do even that for she

has declined to meet with me and my epistolary efforts have

stirred no more welcome response than my person.

She does not want me, will not see me, will not write to me.

I am bereft, thrown into a kind of grief as if I have lost her

mortally as well as romantically. She has offered to remain my

friend, a suggestion so final as to make me howl with anguish.

She will not have me as a man, but gladly as a eunuch. I am

attractive to her only in as much as I am not attracted to her.

I am spurned, rejected, put aside, cast off, chased away

like scuttling vermin. My attentions annoy her. Am I an airborne

pest, a blackfly, a mosquito, not one but a cloud of gnats to be

flapped at and sent away from her face by the breeze of her hand?

How dare she! The cow!

...My anger is no anodyne for the pain that wracks my

shipwrecked soul. It is not the heart, the vaunted throne of

love, that suffers now, but the stomach. It grinds and churns

with loss and sorrow and incomprehension.

She finds me unworthy?! She? The ungrateful, undeserving

sow!

...I can not bear it, I do not understand it. I need comfort



but the only one who can comfort me is the one who has inflicted

the pain.

The bloody cow! The pestilential slattern!

...I asked again to see her, she will not have it. So low

has she cut me I felt like crawling home.

Cassidy has tried to counsel me. He speaks to me of Sappho

whose scanty and fragmentary works I have now reread without

enlightenment, or, indeed, enjoyment. They seem to me very thin

gruel in both Greek and English and offer nothing to assuage my

current state of pained bewilderment. Lyric poems now are neither

succor nor relief, but serve rather only to remind me of my

fruitless longing and of the shattered vessel I am become, unfit

to contain either my rage or sorrow.

Had I lost a limb I would have accepted the loss by now; why

can I not accept this emotional dismemberment? 

"I did not mention Sappho for her poetry," Cassidy informs

me. "Truth is, I’ve never read it."

"Supposedly one of the glories of Greek prosody," I reminded

him.

"No doubt, but I meant that you should consider

Sappho’sBpreferences."

"Her preferences?"

"Come along, Andrew, you must know of her reputation. The

isle of Lesbos, all of that."

The insinuation struck me as preposterous, not to say



unseemly in the extreme. I remonstrated with him.

He shrugged, unmoved by my discomfort.

"She may prefer other women," said Cassidy. 

"What a vile inference."

"It’s not unheard of."

Truth to tell, it is unheard of by me. Although I accept the

inversion of Greek males of the classic period as irrefutable

given the amount of their own shameless testimony to that effect,

such behavior has always struck me as something bordering on the

mythical more than the legendary, some perversion of brotherly

love commonplace only in that particular time and place as if

special dispensation had been granted by the gods to the Hellenes

for a brief period, after which it was no longer to be

countenanced or practiced or mentioned. It seemed akin to

headhunting, suttee, human sacrifice, outrages against the

normative that had nor place nor approval in a civilized society.

And that only for men whose irrepressible and impetuous lust I

myself was witness to. One did not condone it but one could, with

a strain, credit it. But women?

"Cassidy, you astound me. To say, even to think such a

thing. It’s beneath you."

"You lived on a farm, Andrew. Did you never see such a thing

between two heifers? Two bitches?"

"Aberrant behavior," I protested. "Some type of confusion.

They are animals, they have no faculty of reason."

He regarded me with what I could only consider a

condescending look. Even pitying.



"‘There are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamed

of in your philosophy, Horatio’," he misquoted. Smugly, I

thought.

It pains me somewhat to admit, but in certain areas, or one,

at least, Cassidy is more sophisticated than I. His sexual

knowledge is based upon personal experience that he seems eager

to relate to me but I have tried to discourage him, in part

because I doubt the veracity of much of it, given the tendency to

self-enlargement of most men, and in part because it makes me

queasy to listen to it. Upon examination I have decided that my

response is not prompted by prudery Balthough it doubtless seems

that way to CassidyBbut rather embarrassment that I have neither

knowledge nor experience of my own with which to challenge his

testimony. There is academic knowledge, of course, for I read

widely on every subject that interests me, but I fear that such

treatises fall far from the flavor of the real event. It is one

thing to watch a bull mount a cow from the perspective of an

upper story window in a room laden with domestic comforts, a dumb

show of pastoral life as illuminating as a children’s primer, and

quite another to be holding the cow’s ears to keep it from

bolting at the critical moment. The breathing, the violence, the

hasty and brutish nature of the act, the rising dust from

scrabbling hooves, the grunting, the smell, the enormity of the

bull, the bumbling efforts of the male to find entrance, the

implausibility of success, the startled look of a cow whose

normal countenance reflects nothing more than bovine placidity,

the lowing of the female, the tremors of the male and his sudden



indifference, the primitive bestial sound of the whole, brief,

enterprise; it is all quite a different experience from the

tableau of country life seen from the far away window.

My sole experience, such as it was, is the scuffle with

Margaret Richter, virginal, premature, and a thankfully far

distance from consummation. I can not say that my direct

experience of the female form was advanced by the episode

although Margaret knew well enough the contours of mine.

Acceptance of Cassidy’s assessment of Ruth’s personal nature

is beyond me. How ever low her apparent estimate of me as a

suitor, she remains an intelligent, decent, lady incapable of

such vileness as Cassidy suggests. It is preferable to assume

that he is offering me a sop to my ego, rather than an accurate

appraisal. If she doesn’t wish relations with men, how should I

be offended if she doesn’t wish them with me, a man? If a cat

will not eat spinach, should a single serving of the vegetable,

however flavorfully prepared, be surprised if the cat will not

sample it, either? A poor analogy, I grow weary of the subject,

it has devastated me and I will think of it no more.

...But if she is as Cassidy alleges, how much more the fool

I to have wooed her for months without noticing her essence? An

imbecile conversing with a stone and failing to note the absence

of response. 

I reject Cassidy’s allegation entirely. I prefer to think of

myself as simply not to her taste rather than as an outright

fool...This may be delusional, but it is a delusion I embrace. I

would be an inadequate and unacceptable offering rather than a



stupid one.

...I am finished with the whole sordid business and will

think no more about it.

...I will accept her offer of friendship.

...I will do my best to avoid her, the wound is too fresh,

it needs scar tissue.

...I am neither so craven nor so injured. I will be her

friend and see her as chance allows, but I will no longer seek

her out.

...Cassidy insists that I attend a faculty tea with him. It

will do me good to mingle with my fellows, he says. I have come

to doubt the sagacity of much of what Cassidy propounds.

"Consider it a test of your new-found strength," he says.

"It has been weeks since you’ve seen her."

"I have resolved not to seek her out. Chance is determining

any meeting."

"You have to get back on the horse that has thrown you,

Andrew. Folk wisdom."

"I have not been astride that particular steed, and she is a

fine lady, despite your suspicions Byour very odious and unseemly

suspicions, let me addBshe is no horse."

"She is a horse’s nether end to have treated you the way she

did."

"She lacks good judgement, I agree. But if you are using

aphorisms in lieu of conversation, let me offer you another old

saw. Once burnt, twice shy."



********

I have been to another tea with Cassidy. Tedium anointed as

collegiality, very like communing with a hall of statues, each

arrested in his scholarly pose, hand on chin, elbow on knee,

mortar board implanted on his dome lest we become confused as to

his position in life. No one new, nothing new, the whole panoply

of desiccated marmoreal academics ossified by over exposure to

the air, too often heard, to often seen, each breathing in the

vapor of ennui emanating from the other, a vicious reinforcing

cycle without virtue, their ears open wide with an aural yawn as

the roaring pulp of sameness pours in and goes unheeded, with

Cassidy once more dancing over their heads and peeking out from

behind them like an imp in mischievous action.

I felt I might collapse under the weight of dread as I saw

Chancellor Avery wending his sinuous way towards me, a serpent in

search of a hidey-holeBor perhaps a meal. I was not in a

toothsome vein but escape in that great hall of statues was not

easy, nor would actual purposeful motion, as a living thing might

effect when fleeing the quarry, go unnoticed. One does not fear

the vacuous Avery, the bore-in-chief, for he has not sufficient

wit to take a serious bite, but he winds himself around his

victim like a great snake, refusing to release his toils of

tedium until one swoons from the effort of abstaining from giving

offense to the great giver-of-grants, the master politician who

has clambered to the top of Cassidy’s greased pole, whoever knows

how. A few moments in his coils is like being gnawed by some

toothless beast, a toad, or an aged grandparent, until gummed to



a swallowable bit of mucilage.

And then, bright herald, I caught sight of a blur of

movement like an animal barely perceived running through the

underbrush--Cassidy on the move towards the only source of human

light in the room, Ruth O’Dell, who had just entered like a

sunbeam struggling through a fug of pipe smoke. At her side was

her friend whom we had not seen for the better part of a year or

more. Although I winced at the idea of facing Ruth just yet the

prospect was much better than being sucked whole into Chancellor

Avery’s edentate maw. It was surprising to me that after two

months of wrestling with my mixed anger and pain at being

rejected I still had not pinned the emotions to the ground. But

Cassidy, in his homely way, was right; it was time to get back on

the horse.

As I crossed the room I heard, faint as a whisper amid the

assembled pontifications being thrown back and forth amid the

congregants, the Chancellor’s siren song. "Schrag...I say,

Schrag." Or it could have been the clearing of some phlegm-choked

throatB-my surname is not melodious, composed as it is entirely

of sibilance and Germanic gutturals. Pretending deafness, I made

my way towards the women.

Ruth spied me first. Was that anticipation or regret

flickering across her face? Too soon it was gone, replaced by a

mask of indifference. It occurred to me then with a spasm of what

I can only call relief that Ruth was not an attractive woman.

Plain as a post, Cassidy would say in his kinder moments, once

the gloss of my infatuation was scrubbed away. The scales had



fallen from my eyes and as I came within speaking range I

realized that I did not even like the woman.

The other woman, whose name I struggled to remember, turned

to me and I saw that she had changed in the intervening year. She

wore glasses now which I did not remember from the past and there

was a more mature look to her generally, a mildly weathered

aspect as if she had spent time in the sun for its salubrious

effects and instead found it wearying. She had gone from fresh-

faced to handsome and the change served her well. Some faces are

better when young and others benefit from years and experience.

Inclining my head to Ruth I contemplated turning away

without favoring her with so much as a greeting, but I am not by

nature rudeBthough hardly effusiveBso I said my little hello.

"You remember my friend, Harriet Graves," said Ruth.

"Of course," I replied, turning to Miss Graves who now,

gratefully, had a name. "Your absence has been noted."

"Is that your way of saying you missed me?"

Cassidy laughed and I barked some noise by way of surprise

as much as humor. It had actually been only a conversational

gambit, but she showed an air of impertinence that I found

refreshing after Ruth’s sober-sided manner.

I riposted quickly. "Did you miss me, Miss?"

"I scarcely knew you were missing. It seems like only

yesterday."

"‘And all our yesterdays have lighted fools the way to dusty

death. Out, out, brief candle!’". I doubted the quotation was

apposite as soon as it was out of my mouth. Too much haste in



pursuit of witty repartee makes for embarrassing stumbles and

humiliation.

"Well," said Miss Graves. "It sounds as if you’ve had a

merry time of it. Or at least you were awake."

"How so?"

 

"Macbeth doth murder sleep." 

"Yes, I see. Very good." I turned to Cassidy. "The lady is

very fast."

"Quick. He means quick," Cassidy said to her.

She seemed amused. "I know what he meant. I’ve heard the

comment before."

It seemed to me that I had made an ass of myself twice in

the space of a few seconds. The presence of attractive women 

loosens my hold on dignity like soap in a greasy pan, my desire

to be entertaining provides the lather and my fool’s tongue the

scrubbing. It makes Cassidy jolly, it makes me sweat and labor.

If I had such a creature for my own would it ease this perfervid

need to debase myself? Or would I play the jackanapes forever,

jangling bells on my tri-horned cap to tease the lady’s smile? I

have seen grouse on our farm puff up their feathers, spread their

tails into a fan like peacocks and caper back and forth in front

of the female as if stomping on fire ants. I would mock them if I

weren’t envious of their success. Were I bird when it comes to

women, I fear it would be the dodo or the great auk, too

cumbersome to fly, too ridiculous to survive.

Some of this musing must have shown on my face for Miss



Graves exchanged a glance with Ruth, of what currency I can not

say, and then artfully positioned herself so that I must needs

turn my back to Ruth and Cassidy in order to speak to her.

Whether her expression towards me was pitying or amused I do not

know, but I did sense she was offering me relief of some sort. 

"And what adventures have you had in Lincoln in the past two

years, Professor?"

"Has it been two years? I thought but one."

"You were busy," she said.

There was no reason to think she referred to my failed

courtship of Ruth, but I blushed nonetheless. Failure is new to

me, and unwelcome.

"Nothing of great matter," I said. "You were away, perhaps

you had adventures."

She informed me she spent the previous years teaching in a

one-room schoolhouse in Chadron, Nebraska, an experience in

education not dissimilar to my own when ministering to the local

students in Hoffnungsfeld. However, while I lived in the comfort

of my father’s home Miss Graves boarded with a family of ranchers

who oversaw a herd of a few hundred cattle and a lesser herd of

eight children. She likened the homestead to the temporary

dwelling site of a tribe of nomadic Huns on their way to sack

Europe, fetid, filthy, and foul. The parents were of a Dickensian

depravity and their spawn akin to rats in a cage, teeming,

ravenous, diseased, and eager to gnash their way out, even

through each other if need be. She did express a fondness for one

of the girls who, I suspect, reminded her of her own youthful



self in some fashion, but otherwise there was not a kindly note

for any local inhabitant, white, Sioux Indian, coyote, buffalo or

elk.

Her recounting of the experience had an articulate practiced

quality to it; I suspected she had told it several times in

virtually identical words. She was succinct and humorous in the

telling, but not so humorous that the bitterness of those two

years did not come through as the dominant theme. 

"I feel as if I have escaped from a leper colony," she told

me. "I continue to check my skin to see if I have contracted any

lesions from contagion."

Although I knew she spoke in metaphor I could not help but

glance covertly at the exposed flesh of her face and hands and

forearm. It was most fair and smooth as polished stone. A merest

handful of freckles crossed the bridge of her elegant nose from

cheek to cheek, as faint as the footprints of a sparrow on

trodden ground. My word, she is comely.

I realized that I was staring. 

"And your charges?" I asked, "those ravenous caged rats, did

you succeed in educating them?"

She looked at me blankly for a moment.

"I did what I could," she said.

"The unprepared mind often presents a daunting task," I

said.

"I should not have called them rats."

"It was most descriptive."



"It was cruel. I can hear that clearly when you say it. It

was unkind."

"You shouldn’t trouble yourself over it," I offered.

"I struggle not to be unkind," she said.

It was an surprisingly candid statement and it elicited an

equally open comment from me.

"I, too, am not always as charitable in my judgements as I

should be. It is surely a common failing."

"Common or not, there’s no excuse for it. If I could

apologize to those children for my thoughts, I would."

"I’m sure you did them many kindnesses when you were with

them," I said. "I can tell it’s in your nature."

"What is it you see in my nature, Professor?"

"Essential goodness. The fact that you struggle for it makes

it all the more commendable."

"I think you may need stronger spectacles. Shall I tell you

my one moment of triumph in the classroom?"

"Please."

"You tell me about my essential goodness then. One of my

pupils was a boy named Cody Bowles, the bastard grandson of

Buffalo Bill Cody. He was large for his age, more man than boy, a

pimpled, unruly youth, determined not to learn and already too

old for my school. He was a truant, a bully, disrespectful of

authority, and a terrible influence on the other children who

were far too rowdy on their own in the first place. I tried

everything I could to control him and finally I was forced to

expel him. The next day he was back. I barred him at the door



only to find him climbing through the open window, laughing. I

brought the window down so hard on his hands it shattered the

glass. It also broke his fingers..."

She paused.

"That was my triumph, my signal victory and my only one in

two years in hell, Professor. I can’t tell you how pleased I was

with my accomplishment. I exulted for several days...Now how good

does that make me?"

"You are a severe judge of yourself, Miss Graves."

"I try very hard to be an honest judge. I am not always the

person I might wish to be."

"Who among us is?"

"Ruth O’Dell," she said, startling me. Involuntarily I

turned to see if she were perhaps actually addressing Ruth only

to find that Ruth was nowhere to be seen and Cassidy was halfway

across the room, talking to Avery himself. In her company Miss

Graves and I had meandered far from our start and I was unaware

that we had budged. "She left a while ago."

"I was merely...," I could think of nothing I might be doing

other than what I was.

"Ruth wrote me about you many times...Don’t be alarmed. She

was very fond of you. She has told me so in person since I’ve

been back. She has never said a negative word about you. She

wouldn’t, she doesn’t know how. Her fear was that she was

misleading you in some way."

!!!"I was not alarmed," I protested, although I had been.

"Your face is a poor mask," she said. "You’ll never be a



good dissembler."

My poor mask of a face must have shown some disappointment

over my unpromising future as a dissembler.

"Nor should you want to be," she said, soothingly. She

touched the gabardine that clothed my arm and I reacted with a

rude jerk away.

"I do apologize," I said. "Sometimes unexpected contact,

however welcome..."

"I’ve seen horses do that," she said.

"Ah. And a jack ass, now, I daresay."

She smiled at my witticismBor perhaps my discomfort--and I

was tempted to jerk again, this time without stimulus, just to

please her. I could not recall that Ruth had ever touched me Bnor

I, her.

"Not at all...Ruth felt it wise to create a bit of distance

between the two of you. For your sake."

"Yes, well, that’s in the past," I said. I felt extremely

uncomfortable having Ruth dragged into the conversation while I

was talking to this far more interesting creature. "Let us say

that it was a misalignment of temperaments. Were there

repercussions following your incident with the Buffalo Bill boy?"

She seemed as happy as I to conclude the ode to Ruth and

return to herself. Do we ever fail to find ourselves the most

interesting character in our narrative of life?

"When his father learned why I had done it, he beat the boy

severely. In my presence. I tried to stop him but both father and

son seemed quit willing to continue. I imagined Cody was beaten



from an early ageBwhich made me feel sympathy for him for the

first time. It also made me realize that in a year or two, when

Cody reached manhood, the father was in for serious trouble. It

would be easy enough to kill a father like that."

"Patricide is not common," I said.

"No. It’s not. Strange, don’t you think?"

"There is Oedipus, of course," I ventured, wondering where

this topic might take us. "But that was due to a

misunderstanding. Or fate, if you prefer. Have you ever wondered,

Miss Graves, why all Greek prophesies came to fruition? Were the

seers and oracles never wrong?"

I thought it was a clever diversion, but apparently an

unnecessary one as she seemed to have lost all interest in the

subject.

"Ruth has left us," she observed.

"I will gladly see you home," I offered.

"I am capable."

"Of course you are, but I would welcome your company a while

longer."

She paused, a bit too long for my comfort.

"Of course," she said.

I felt a flush of excitement which I endeavored to hide, my

eminently readable face notwithstanding.

She is slightly taller than IB-many women are--but her frame

is what they call willowy. A man could encircle her waist with

his hands, or so I fancied as I essayed a furtive look when she



turned her back. Once alone in my room I actually formed my hands

and fingers into a rough circle to test the notion. She would

need to be no bigger round than my calf muscle for my hands to

encompass her waist, or slightly bigger than a cat. I am a

fool...I seem to be noting that fact with increasing frequency.

********

Can I be this shallow, this unrestrained in emotion? Have I,

at last, no control over my heart? It seems I infatuate as

quickly and indiscriminately as a beast in rut, entirely overcome

in wits as well as feeling, my senses swirling about me as if

about to swoon. Who is this man, this unstable creature who

prates and capers to the lascivious pleasing of a lute for a

lady’s notice, a buffalo taught to dance en pointe wearing the

hose and codpiece of a man possessed, this Professor, this Andrew

Schrag? My desire, my goal, my very purpose scurries about like a

drop of water in a hot skillet and turns to vanishing vapor just

as quickly. Do I want her, do I not want her, do I wish to be

shed of this whole romantic business, this insufferable longing,

and walk away and devote myself even more completely to work or

do I want to give up all sanity and leap into the morass of

emotion headlong, knowing all too well that I am the poorest of

swimmers in those waters?

Cassidy grins at my distress with maddening condescension. I

could hurl him across the room. Of course I’m acting like an

idiot, I know that, but where is his quantum of sympathy? Where

his comfort or his sage advice?



"Women," he says with a shrug as if that movement of his

shoulders simultaneously sums up the problem and sheds him of its

weight. "They are a problem. But a good problem for you, Andrew.

I’ve never seen you so animated as when you’re in torment. You

should suffer on a regular basis."

"I am animated at all times," I protest. "But with a serene

mind, no matter how busy with thought, not like this, not like a

nest of disturbed hornets. What is wrong with me?"

"You’re human. You’re a male. You’re not yet dead."

"It may well be the death of me, however. How can you do it,

Cassidy? How can you buzz around them, flirt shamelessly, yet

never be in a swivet about it? Are you immune to their charms?"

"Not at all, I’m as vulnerable as any man, but not with my

colleagues. With them I try to brighten their lives a bit, that’s

all. But I have friends elsewhere who brighten mine when

necessary."

By that I assume he meant he had friends among the Irish, a

clan noted for their generally louche behavior. 

"You, Andrew, have no friends. You find your fellow

professors dull and uninteresting, you avoid society generally,

you find more pleasure in a book than in other people."

There was an unpleasant truth to his observation. If honest

with myself I must admit that I am friendless and I find the

workings of my own mind better company, and better conversation,

than I can find with most people. That should be a strength and a

safeguard against the vagaries and cruelties, the foibles and

caprices of the group, but we are a gregarious species, given to



mingling like sheep in a meadow and to be the lone sheep apart

from the flock, or more properly to be noted by the others as the

sheep apart is uncomfortable. The assumption of the many is that

I am unable to acquire friends where the truth is that I prefer

not to. 

"I am your friend, of course," he continued. "But hardly a

substitute for a group. The reason you are so quick to fall for

these women is that you view them as friends."

"I do."

"That is a mistake I rarely make. An attentive ear, a

sympathetic look, a nod in just the right point of the

conversation to indicate agreement BAndrew this is politesse. It

may be sincere, of course, but it is also a woman’s way. It

placates the male without committing to him, it keeps us at bay."

"At bay? I am not a wolf."

"We all are. It’s all an elaborate game, often with no prize

other than the game itself. Do you see?"

"No."

"I think your problem is that you like intelligent women,"

he laughed, but it was not sufficient to make the remark less

odious.

"Of course I do. Should I prefer stupid ones?"

"Most of us do, Andrew."

He was totally unabashed about such an admission. People

confound me.

"You need a woman, my friend. You need her for many reasons,

not least of which is you need a companion. It’s a lonely life



without a wife."

"You are without a wife, Cassidy."

"I am, so I know whereof I speak. But I have my

compensations."

"With your Irish friends?"

He cocked an eyebrow. "If you like. But even my

compensations begin to stale, I will end up married, too. As

should you. Domestic life will suit you, it will calm you, you’ll

be able to sit still again."

"Sit still?

"Look at you, you’re been pacing about for the last six

weeks. I’ve been tempted to throw a saddle on you and let you run

off the energy."

"You exaggerate."

"Marry the woman, Andrew."

"Do you think she’ll have me?"

"Has she discouraged your attentions? Has she rebuffed you

in the past month of teas and walks?"

"She has not exactly encouraged me."

"When you gave her flowers, did she throw them in your

face?"

"Of course not."

"Did she suddenly begin sneezing, did she claim that she was

allergic to flowers?"

"No."

"Take that as encouragement. She knows what’s afoot, she

knows you’re stalking her and she has not run away."



"Stalking her? What a base view you have of the human

enterprise," I said.

Although I pretended offense, in truth I found his remarks

heartening, at least as heartening as any sign I have received

from Miss Graves herself. She doesn’t seem to dislike me but I

can not swear that she likes me, either. She is always cordial

and polite, save for the times when I seem to poke a sore spot.

She brooks no slights, be it from me or anyone else, and is very

quick to defend herself with what I take to be a sheathed tongue.

She is fiery yet within civil bounds, but I do not yearn to see

her un-scabbard that weapon which I suspect is sharp as a

cavalryman’s sword when she chooses.

She is a stern woman, intelligent as Cassidy suggests, not

as learned as she thinksBbut striving to be so, and that is

commendable. In an odd way I think much of her perceived

personality comes from her hair. We all make assumptions about

women with red hair, some of them most unfair, wickedness being

one of those. This is, of course, merely slanderous old-wife

foolishness. If there is anything wicked about her I have not

noticed. She is certainly not one to be trifled with Bnot that I

have trifled. I made a comment once about her hair being

inherited from some Irish progenitor. She quickly and curtly

informed me that her people were Scots and would not pursue the

subject any further and left me rather back on my heels as I did

not know what I said to offend, Irish and Scots both being Celts.

I did not think it wise to point that out at the moment.

Her hair color is carmine. I conferred with colleagues in



both the physics and fine arts departments and was able to

distinguish it finally from the auburn, burgundy and chestnut.

The designation "red" certainly does not do it justice; it is

unique, as is the lady herself, and should be so recognized.

"However you perceive the situation, Andrew, you must do

something soon."

"How do you mean?"

"Your attentions have been going on for quite some time. You

have led the woman to expect something after all this."

"What, what? I have led her nowhere."

"Are you intentions honorable, as they say?"

"Of course they are honorableBdo you think me a dishonorable

man?"

"Not at all. I’d say you’re bordering on noble, but Bwhat are

your intentions?"

"They are not entirely defined in my own mind," I admitted.

"I can understand some mild confusion on her part. But I assure

you..."

"No need to assure me. It’s Miss Graves who might require

some, uh, guidance about now."

"You’ve been put up to this, haven’t you? The women have you

in their camp. Does this inquiry come from Ruth, or from

Harriet?"

"It’s fair to say it comes from outraged femininity in

general...Andrew, my friend, you are becoming a tease. I believe

the lady is going to cut her losses if you don’t make your

intentions plain soon."



"A tease? I? The very notion is anathema to me."

"I tell you as your friend. It does your reputation no

good."

"My reputation is spotless! Do you question my honor? How

dare you!"

I became quite heated and strode towards my friend with my

fists balled. As I approached my desk where he was indolently

seated, I grabbed a ruler, scarcely aware of what I was doing.

"Good Lord, man," he said, sitting suddenly upright.

"No one tells me I am without honor!" I roared.

"I wasn’t saying that. Calm down. Andrew, I’m your friend."

He leapt from the chair and put it between us as if it were a

barricade.

As soon as I saw his fear my anger vanished and I was

overcome with embarrassment. 

"I do apologize," I said.

"What on earth?"

"Sorry, Cassidy. Sorry."

"No one is questioning your integrity."

"I don’t know what came over me."

"I thought you were going to whip me like a school boy."

I noticed the ruler in my hand for the first time and

dropped it on the desk. Red marks creased my palm where I had

gripped it in my fury.

"Something..." I was at a loss to explain my reaction, so

totally out of character. I have never engaged in violence with

anyone since my early youth when I would wrestle Band invariably



winBwith other boys, and even that was never done in anger.

"It’s all right, old man," Cassidy said, employing a

decidedly English appellation I had never heard from him before.

"I thought maybe you sat on a bee."

"Again, I’m most sorry."

"We’ll say no more about it. A chap is entitled once in a

while...No harm done." He had definitely fallen into an English

mode of address, perhaps thinking it the best tone to pacify the

savage breast. "I’ll just be going, then, shall I?"

"It won’t happen again," I offered.

"Of course not. I’ll see you again soon, my good fellow."

Cassidy was no more English than I. I must have given him a

considerable fright to turn him from leprechaun to toffee-nosed

Englishman, particularly given the Irish enmity towards John

Bull. For my part, I was thoroughly ashamed and dumb-founded to

account for my sudden and unwarranted lack of restraint.

After coming again to my senses I realized that Cassidy was

right despite his unbridled way of saying things. I am 38, I

should marry. The prospect is frightening, but I should marry. I

have no comrades, no society but for this campus and its largely

male inhabitants. I should marry for a more balanced life. When

alone I talk aloud to myself, and find myself entirely too

approving, like Crusoe on his isle of despair shouting

imprecations at the storm and admiring my eloquence in the

process. Although I have forbidden myself to carry on these

solipsistic conversations in my office lest students or

colleagues enter, the habit is creeping, filtering past my



defenses like smoke under the door. I am overfond of my own

company. I should marry. I should marry to secure my reputation.

I will not have my honor doubted. I should marry to have

children. Children baffle me, they are not fit company until

school age, but I should have them, they are a portion of a man’s

life when taken fully. I should marry. I should marry for

companionship, for a fuller, richer life, for society beyond

myself. I should marry before I do something rash to disgrace

myself. Men have needs that books can not satisfy. I am a man. I

should marry.

I shall. I shall marry while I am still young enough to

perform as a husband, before I am too set in my ways, while I can

still share in the energy and joys of the young.

I shall marry.

I am no more shaped for sportive tricks than the bard’s

hunchback and yet he prevailed with the Lady Ann over her

murdered husband’s bier. I will to wife.

I am terrified of asking her.

Chapter 7

1916

Harriet 

My lord, she has come out covered with black hair, looking

like a cat saved from drowning. My baby is a throw-back to the



cavemen, hairy as an ape. I don’t think I can stand it but I keep

my reaction to myself, I will not demean my own newborn in front

of witnesses. The midwife keeps exclaiming how beautiful she is,

but I have found the midwife remarkably stupid from the

beginning. Ruth will tell me the truth when she arrives but at

the moment, beautiful, ape, or devil-child I long to hold her. I

mutter cooing sounds and say ‘hello, baby, hello, baby’ as if I

see nothing wrong when the midwife lays her on my chest. She is

blotched and covered with a film of chalky womb stuff that looks

like half-dried milk, but still I long to hold her.

Andrew is allowed in and true to form he blurts exactly the

wrong thing. "Mein Gott, she’s a chimpanzee."

The midwife seems more offended than I am.

"The hair will go away," she huffs, taking the child from my

arms. "I will clean her up a little."

"Yes," Andrew says. "Yes, yes, clean the child."

"She is beautiful," the midwife scolds him. "You are very

lucky."

"Jedes Mutters Kind ist schoen," he replies. Lately he has

taken to speaking in German in moments of stress. 

Every mother’s child is beautiful. I don’t know how much

inclined the Germans are to sarcasm in their aphorisms, but it

sounds that way in this case.

When she arrives Ruth tells me it is fetal hair, called

lanugo, and will go away in a few months. How does she know?

"She is a beautiful girl," Ruth says. "She really is,

Hattie, and it’s important for you to think so. It’s even more



important for her to think so. Every girl should be allowed to

think she is beautiful."

She is urging permission that I think must have been denied

to herself. Ruth’s soul is beautiful. She has lovely eyes. Beyond

that...beyond that, what does it matter? If she insists my

daughter is beautiful, so be it. I will treat her as if she is,

as Mother would have done...I do so wish that Mother were here

now, she would be so happy to have a grandchild and the baby

would be so lucky to have her in her life.

I doze a bit, or act as if I am because I need time to

myself right now without the witless chatter of the midwife or

Andrew’s dumbfounded remarks. The midwife says it was the easiest

delivery she ever saw, that I gave birth with no more fuss than a

cow calving in the pasture. Although I don’t appreciate the

comparison, the experience was certainly far less fearsome than I

had been led to expect. Women die in childbirth, babies die, yet

I feel nothing worse than fatigue, but at the moment it is

overwhelming.

I must have dozed in reality because I wake to the baby’s

mewling. Through my half-closed eyes I see that Ruth is holding

her while talking in hushed tones to Andrew. The midwife has

slumped into a chair as if she has performed some taxing chore,

not I.

Although Ruth is a frequent quest at our house and my

dearest friend, I think that Andrew contrives to never be alone

with her. Whether it is damaged feelings from having been

rejectedBor rather ignoredBduring his days of pursuing her, of



which Ruth has filled me in with vastly more detail than he has

offered, or whether he has developed a genuine antipathy towards

her, I don’t know, although I find it hard to conceive of anyone

not liking Ruth.  Ruth doesn’t mention the awkwardness between

them and I have never asked. I’m not certain why other than a

general caution about opening worm cans for fear of finding

snakes. 

I hear her speaking low about the baby Bshe has a smile even

in her voiceB-and Andrew dumbly repeating much of what she says

as if he’s trying to cope with a new language. She says the word

lanugo and he latches onto it greedily. I know that he will

research the word and the condition the moment he is free. The

man is a terrier about new information, he shakes it until the

bones rattle.

The subject turns to names and I hear him pause before

uttering "Irmgard" so cautiously that even though my eyes are

closed I can picture him glancing surreptitiously at me as if I

might rise up in indignation. It is his mother’s name and so

profoundly German that it might as well be spelled with an

umlaut.

"Irmgard? Andrew, are you certain?" Ruth asks tentatively.

She sounds surprised but of course I have told her of his

obsession with this dirndl-dressed name.

He is probably gesticulating, spreading his arms to

demonstrate as he tells her the name means massive, immense,

universal, as if that would be any comfort to a child burdened

with it. Having started my own life as Hazel I am not inclined to



deliberately give my daughter a reason to be mocked. 

"But is it wise?" Ruth asks. 

"Why is it not wise?" He can be so obtuse.

"Don’t you think it might make her stand out in a rather

vulnerable way?"

"It is an honorable name," he insists.

"Most names are honorable, Andrew. I’m not sure why honor

enters into the naming of a child...It is such a heavy name. See

how tiny she is?"

"Heavy?"

"Burdensome. Unkind people might make sport of it."

"No one made sport of my mother," he huffs, daring someone

to try.

"No, of course not. And she was an honorable woman, I am

certain."

"Entirely. My whole family was so...You and Harriet sound

much alike on this. Have you connived?"

"I think many Americans would have the same reaction,

Andrew, but of course it’s your decision, yours and Harriet’s. If

you want to do this to the baby, I’m sure she’ll manage to cope

with it."

He muttered something dark in German, but I could tell that

Ruth had made inroads where I had not.

We will name her Harriet Gretchen Schrag as I have planned

all along. I will call her Gretchen.

********



Andrew

Such a thing, a baby. I had not anticipated that it would be

so small, somehow. So utterly, if one may say this, so utterly

useless. It can not speak, it will not listen; judging by the

opacity of its eyes, it can not even see, blind as a kitten and

not a great deal larger. Only its lungs and vocal chords seem to

work. And the hair! Both Ruth and the midwife assure me that it

will diminish with time and Harriet, after some initial

hesitation, has picked up their litany although I am not certain

she is any more convinced than I. They all seem so eager to

appease me as if I am some beast that will destroy any newborn it

finds unsatisfactory. I am not a Chinaman to put an unwanted girl

baby in the fields to deal with the elements and perish from

neglect. A boy child would have been preferable, of course. That

hardly needs saying, but, again, I am not a Chinaman who depends

on his offspring to support him in his old age, I need no one to

toil in my rice paddy to provide sustenance for us all. A girl

will do since a girl has been given and I will not express my

disappointment to Harriet because, after all, what can she do

about it? I shall put a happy face upon it as soon as I adjust to

the situation, she will hear no complaint from me. But, good

heavens, it is so defenselessly tiny. And if it stirs when I am

holding it I know not what to do but thrust it into the arms of

Harriet, or Ruth, or even the slow-witted wet nurse. All women

have the instinct for this sort of thing. I do not. I’m sure that

she and I will do better when she can talk.



The child is not yet a day old and already the women are

deciding whom it resembles. She has a florid prune-like face and

even her fingers are wrinkled as if immersed in water for hours

but the women have determined that she has my eyes, her mother’s

chin, etc. Nonsense. 

She has been applied to Harriet’s teat several times with no

noticeable effect. The mid-wife, whose name I take to be Mrs.

Graeble, has made the pronouncement that this, too, is normal and

that Harriet will be able to suckle the child soon. When I

inquired what her expertise was that allowed her to make such a

prediction the women united in common cause and urged me to leave

if I was not going to be more positive. I was most happy to

oblige although I dispute their right to make me do so.

I have retired to the parlor where I am trying to read the

newspaper while the women prattle and croon and explain loudly

over every squirm and grimace my daughter makes as if it is a

sign of precocious brilliance...My daughter...How strange. My

daughter. I am a father. Months of anticipation seem not to have

prepared me for the enormity of it all.

The war in Europa worsens. The toll of casualties on both

sides is enormous, unfathomable in its scale. They feed their

cannon thousands of deaths with each bite and yet no sign of

satiation. 

A collective sigh from the bedroom, Irmgard has done

something most gratifying. I am tempted to peek in upon them to

see what feat she has mastered after two hours of life, but it is

perhaps better to let the women wear themselves out. I will have



my turn with the child, alone, soon enough, then we’ll see what

mesmerizing tricks she’s capable of. 

If figures are to be believed, German casualties are far

less than those of the French and British. The Germans prevail

against the Russians and the Russian casualty numbers are

staggering, even in the larger context of the bloodbath. This is

alarming, all of it is alarming. Both sides appear to have become

demented in their blood lust. All of civilized Europe has hung

itself on a hook, throat slashed open, to exsanguinate like a

butchered hog.

Now they are laughing in the bedroom. Irmgard is amusing

them. Clearly a girl of many talents. It is hard to concentrate

on the newspaper.

Ypres again. I know Ypres, I passed through it on my travels

in Belgium. There is a report that poison gas was used. The

British claim it was done by the Germans and the American

newspapers merely parrot the English papers thus offering us only

one side of the war. I give the report no more credence than I

gave to the early nonsense about German soldiers bayoneting

Belgian babies.  Fortunately, for balance, I also have access to

the Berliner Zeitung, several days late, and a number of local

German-speaking broadsheets as well. Each side descries the

barbarity of the other. I can only assume both are lying. Seen

from either side of the conflict, however, the war is horrible.

Germany appears to be winning, albeit mostly in the East.

The midwife has left, carrying an armful of assorted and

sordid cloths. We exchanged a guarded farewell and I hope she



will not return. She told me that the baby is asleep, as is the

mother. I will dare to venture in again to see how things look in

tranquility.

What a mess birthing makes. There are streaks of blood here

and there on the rumpled bed clothes and other stains that would

probably not appear so unpleasant if I knew exactly what they

were, if they had a name and a category, if I could account for

their presence. At least the placenta is nowhere to be seen.

Livestock eat their own after-birth themselves but I imagine that

this one was contained in the bundles of linens and rags Mrs.

Graeble took with her. Nor do I spy the umbilical cord although I

assume the lesser portion of it is shrouded by the swaddling

clothes on the baby. Earlier I found a single glimpse of this

engorged crimson tube singularly unsettling. It made the child

look less a human than an attached homunculus. Although I have

seen the gaudy, gory process of parturition in cattle and swine

on the farm and had little reaction to it, I find the particulars

unaccountably distressing in my own bedroom, in my own bed, with

my wife and now my child. It seems no longer natural but somehow

alien and obscene. I know not why but I do know enough to keep my

opinion to myself in the birthing room.        

But Harriet slumbers, unconcerned by the condition of the

bed or the room. The baby lies in the crook of her arm which

strikes me as somewhat perilous. What if Harriet were to roll

over in her sleep?

Ruth picks up the baby although I make a dumb show of

protest in order not to wake either mother or child. But Ruth



nods her encouragement and places the child in my arms again. It

seems moderately less frightening to hold her this time although

I don’t know exactly what to do with her. Should I be rocking

her?

Her face is already less wrinkled and she no longer

resembles a marine creature netted from the depths, but her

little hands are clenched into fists as if she’s fighting pain Bor

ready to fight the world, which sounds like her mother. Is this

permanent or, like the lanugo, will it resolve itself in time?

Surely she will feel better if her hands are relaxed. I touch one

of the tiny fingers, thinking I can help to unclench them when

she suddenly grips my own finger which is as large as a tree

trunk compared to hers. 

She clings to my finger. What an indescribable feeling.

Defenseless as a dust mite, my child has reached out to me. A

burst of surprising joy leaps from my chest and I am smiling

uncontrollably. I glance and see Ruth smiling at me and nodding

approval. What is this? What am I feeling? It is stunning in its

impact, such an infinitesimal event, the babe has already

released me, and yet I feel...this sensation...I can not name it. 

I touch her again and then the other hand but she does not

repeat the moment. Ruth takes her from my disappointed arms,

still beaming broadly at my response, and returns her to the

crook of Harriet’s elbow.

I whisper to Ruth that I will take her place now, she can

rest awhile in the parlor. When she is gone I stealthily remove

Irmgard from Harriet’s dormant care and settle into the chair



with my daughter on my lap. She is tempted by my littlest finger.

Chapter 8

Harriet

Andrew’s German textbook has been published yet he seems as

calm as if nothing at all has happened. When I point out that he

will be responsible for educating thousands of students

throughout the country in addition to those at the University of

Nebraska he looks at me as if I’m merely stating the obvious.

"That was my intent," he says, looking at me as if I were a

bit slow in realizing what he was up to. 

"You might show some pleasure," I say.

"I am pleased," he says without the slightest indication in

his tone or voice that he is so. 

What an exasperating man he is. Were my name on a textbook,

were I responsible for the education of thousands, I would swoop

and crow from the rooftops. So accomplished is he and so

seemingly indifferent, and yet I know that his pride is huge and

vulnerable. He feels unappreciated but does nothing to elicit the

appreciation he desires. Were he to ballyhoo his achievements he

might make a bore of himself, but he would get the attention and

esteem he desires--but he will not do it. It is beneath his

dignity; his dignity being a towering edifice so high that much

of human concourse is beneath it. He will not socialize with his

collegiate peers except for Cassidy, will not curry favor, will

not sound his own horn in faculty meetings. On those occasions

which he must attend, he takes me with him as a screen and a

border, a portable hiding place. He turns his back to others and



forces conversation with me so that he won’t appear to be either

approachable or a mute, lonely observer in a room awash with

sociability. For his own benefit more than my own he keeps up a

private running commentary on the deficiencies of everyone else

in the room. He is even more socially inept now than when I met

him and I’m afraid that my availability to act as a fence is

partly responsible.

I do not like my role as intermediary to the great man. His

colleagues like me well enough, they find me something of an

oddity among women, intelligent, informed, au courant about both

the affairs of the world and of the intrigues in their insular

world and yet with enough acerbity in my conversation to keep

them from feeling too smug. I find that men don’t mind being

taken down a peg as long as it’s not a peg too far and done with

just enough ambiguity to make them think I may not really mean

it. Sarcasm, performed with subtlety, has its uses, and is often

mistaken for wit.

I do not like being the gate-keeper for him, but he is my

husband and I must support him lest he appear to the world as an

imperfect diamond, immense but occluded, useful only to cut

weaker metals. I serve as the setting for that diamond,

transforming him into a jewel of great value Bor so I tell myself.

Heaven knows how anyone else sees us.

Heaven and Ruth. She can see that after only three years of

marriage, his ponderous weight is already bearing me slowly down.

"I never understood why you married him," she says, not for

the first time.



"He has recently been asked to contribute to a dictionary as

an expert on word origins," I say. "His latest triumph."

"That is his mind, his admirable mind, that is not him. You

could have remained his friend and admired his accomplishments

from a safe distance," she said.

"As you did."

We were in the kitchen where I was rolling out the dough for

tomorrow’s loaf. Ruth assembled some loose scraps into a pellet

rather than respond directly. The nature or status of their

"friendship" is still unclear to me. His discomfort in her

presence is palpable, the air between them seems to crackle with

tension but Ruth’s manner never changes, as sweet and affably

reserved as with everyone else she encounters. I have never

questioned either one of them directly on the matter.

"It did not seem to me that marriage was necessary," she

said.

"It was not necessary for you, Ruth; it was for me. I wanted

children, I wanted a life other than teaching the bored and

misbehaved children of Chadron, I wanted the respectability of

marriage. I wanted a man."

"There were other men. You had other opportunities."

"I had one, Ruth. Billy Ransom drove me to the train station

after my mother’s funeral. He told me all about his prospects as

a farmer, wiped his nose on his sleeve, and said ‘it’s time you

got hitched, Hazel’. As if I were a mare."

"Not terribly gallant."

"No. Just terrible."



We heard a loud "Aut! Aut!" from the parlor, Andrew’s

exclamation of alarm. It was followed immediately by his barking

laughter, then Gretchen’s merry titter Bsome small crisis averted.

It amazes me they are so happy together, as unlikely a pair as a

bear and a chipmunk. 

Ruth said,"He does seem to love her."

"I knew he would," I lied. I was as amazed as anyone to see

how he took to her, even as an infant. He was attempting to teach

her things as soon as he held her in his arms. It is an endearing

trait if not examined too closely. I am not sure he wouldn’t take

as much delight in instructing a pet dog but perhaps that is an

uncharitable view.

"I knew he was malleable," I said. "I was pretty sure I

could mold him and smooth some of the rough edges. He was raised

by a sect of religious bumpkins, you know. He just needed some

civilizing."

He is about as malleable as rock. Although I chip away at

him steadily, I see little change. He is adamantly convinced that

he understands life better than I, which would be silly if it

weren’t so pathetic. For a man who knows everything he knows very

little. 

"There is something I wonder if you know," Ruth said.

"What?"

"About his activities."

"Andrew’s activities?" Could a man as stolid and as chained

to his routine possibly have activities of which I was unaware?

My imagination failed me but I felt a wash of dread nonetheless.



Ruth nodded and resumed her fascination with her pellet of

dough. If she were anyone but Ruth I would have thought she was

enjoying prolonging my moment of discomfort.

"I have it from Cassidy," she said finally. "Given his

nature, I’m not certain it isn’t just gossip."

"Well, tell me. I’m sure I know already anyway. Andrew keeps

no secrets from me."

Ruth smiled ruefully. "Oh, Hattie, everyone has secrets.

It’s how we keep our souls intact."

"I don’t know what you mean by that," I said.

"Well. Maybe I’m wrong."

"Tell me what you’ve heard from Cassidy."


